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THE PREFACE. $

Persuade myself that

f there will be but little

need of an apology for

the following perform-

ance, with regard to the

design of it. The A ph-

orisms of San'ctorujs have long been

in the best esteem with all good judges

who have had the luck to be acquainted

with them ; and hereby I have endea-

voured only to bring them into a larger

acquaintance, both by rendering them

in our own language, and giving such

explanations of some of the most diffi-

cult, as may make them easy and intelli-

gible, almost to any person who has

given himself the leisure to reflect at

all, upon the nature of his constitution,



VI. THE PREFACE.

and the changes it is most apt to under-

go by the influence of external causes.

This collection of Aphorisms has

not only been a particular favowite

with the Faculty, but also has had a

great share in the good esteem of all

other persons of understanding ; than

which there cannot be a more convincing

proof of its ivorth : Truth never fails

of entertainment when it appears in its

natural dress ; as it may generally be

observed in any science whatsoever, that

when any thing is advanced and main-

tained by that naturaland peculiar way

ofthinking, which the mind isfitted to, it

will make its way with every man of

sense, as well as with those who have

been trained up in the mysteries of that

scicnce. Knowledge, indeed, is branch-

ed out into several channels
,
all of which

have, by the subtility of some enquirers,

been pursued into such intricacies, as

makes it very difficult to follow them,

and by some have been so much disguised

as to make it even impossible to do it

;
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but when an unprejudiced person is re-

solved to venture himself vpen the

strength only of these capacities hie

Maker has thought fit to bestow upon

him, and pursues his enquiries with that

simplicity, and upon such evidences a»

the nature of his subject will admit of,

so far as he advances will be attended

with plainness and conviction, and he

as easily made appear to any other

person of tolerable sense, as to the com-

mon stagers of that subject.

To this natural and free way of en-

quiry, it is, that Sanctohius has been

able to oblige the world with this excel-

lent collection of Aphorisms. Some-

times, indeed, he is very apt to lay hold

of his systematical helps ; but it is very

remarkable that he is never more ob-

scure than at such times. He lays

down his matters of fact upon such evi-

dences as cannot deceive ; but when

sometimts he goes farther, and gives

reasons why it is so, he is hardly to be

understood : As when he tells us,
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‘‘That cold strengthens robust consti-

tutions, but weakens those who are in-

firm,” there is no body can doubt of the

truth of it; but when he yivcs his rea-

son that cold drives the natural heat to

the centre in the former
, and exhales it

in the latter, 1believe there are veryJew
e'er the wiser

These Aphorisms have formerly ap-

pear'd in English under the title of
“ Hules of Health but the Trans-

lator has retained so many terms and
Latin phrases

,
that the original Ishould

think as easy to an Englishman as the

other, hud it not gone off so much
,
that

at this time it is hardly to be met with-

Dr Lister has also given an edition in

Latin
, with his Aotes upon each Apho-

rism : but hardly with any other ad-

vantage to the world
,

than making

•‘•‘ANCTORius, who was bejore scarce,

more common to be met with . Indeed

I cannot make any large acknowledg-

ment for his assistances in u'hat 1 have

cone, although 1 hardly omitted con-
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suiting him upon every Aphorism
, for

in most, I found my author more intelli-

gible than his commentator ; but in his

notes upon one place, where he speaks of

specifics working by insensible perspira-

tion, and with the Bark mentions the Ipe-

cacuanha, as one of the same tribe, he

seems to have gone into a mistake of a

very uncommon nature.

As to the Aphorisms, I have translated

them as close as I am able, I mean, as to

the author's sense, and taken as much

care as possible therein, not to transplant

any hard physical terms ; and where that

could not be avoided, 1 have been particu-

larly (.arefut to make them intelligible in

the Explanations. The Sixth Section

of Venery I had some thoughts of leaving

out ; but for fear some would look upon

the collection maimed thereby, and not be

contented without all that Saxctorius

himself thought fit to (five to the public, I
have inserted it in its place, and I hope in

such terms as are as chaste and inoffensive

as our language will bear.

We have a common saying, that a man
at forty is cither a fool or a physician;

from whence may thus much be gathered,
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that a wise man by observing what effects

every thing which turns up in the course

of life has, upon his constitution, may come

to a tolerable good understanding of what

will promote, or injure his health. Where

then a man has, with the utmost pains and

fidelity, gone through a course of observa-

tions upon such unerring guides, as with

certainty to determine the effects of all

these things upon his own person, a com

-

munication of them to the world with such

lights and assistance as may render them

easy and intelligible to an indifferent ca-

pacity, can, I hope, be no unacceptable

present. It is already out of dispute that

Sanc t jril’8 has done the former part, and

by this, I have offered my best endeavours

towards the latter.

Iam not at all unaware how severe

some will be hereupon , in requiring how of-

ten they must weigh themselves, and whether

they ought to eat and drink by the ounce

?

To whom I have only this to say, That

Sanctorius by the Dalianee, has already

done enough to convince any serious per-

son of the natural discharges, and their

proportions to one another, the most con-

siderable of which, viz. That by insensi-
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sib/e perspire tion was but very little at-

tended to before ; from which, and all

the consequences of those discharges,from

the least to their greatest quantities possi-

ble, any person may soon be a judge ofthe

present state of his constitution,
without

going into a pair of scales. And for

this reason it is, that 1 have not been nice

in searching into the exactness of the

Sanctorian Calculations, the end 1 pro-

posed being answered, by /mowing that

•there are such discharges, how they are

to be influenced, and what will be the con-

sequences of their disorders. Besides

,

were a person to make experiments with

the Balance, it is not at all likely that they

should exactly agree with Sanctorius’s

accounts, both our climate and way of liv-

ing being so very differentfrom his. He was

Professor at Padua in Italy, a country

much better than ours, and where their

diet is hot so much upon flesh as with us ;

all which cannot but very much influence

all the evacuations, but especially that made

by the cutaneous passages.

To supply this defect, however, we have

a course of Experiments and Observations

made by the same instruments and means
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from our countryman Dr Keil of Nor-

thampton, a very eminent and learned

physician, whose Aphorisms I have there-

fore translated and added hereunto, with

such Explanations and comparative Cal.

eolations, as are sufficient to apprise every

intelligent person of the different influen-

ces of different climates. That gentleman

indeed went not so far in his Experiments,

when his Medicina Staticu Britannica was

first published, as he had thoughts after-

wards to do, but we are now unhappily

deprived of any more by his death, and

must remain contented with what are here-

unto annexed.

What I have here inserted by way of

Introduction, has been a long time the sub-

ject of my thoughts, and often in my inten-

tions to make public ; but it falling in so

well with the contents of the following

sheets, I have therefore contracted it as

short as I could, on purpose to bind up

with them. Mechanical reasoning is what

is much talked of now in physic, and by

some perhaps more than it is well under-

stood ; but the greatest number of Pro-

fessors of Medicine are declared enemies

to it ; and making nothing of breaking
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their jests upon Angles, Cylinders, Cones>

Celerity, Percussion, Resistances and such

like terms, which they say have no more to

do with physic, or a human body, than a

carpenter has to do in making Venice tre-

acle or curing a fever. It is therefore

for the information of both these, that I
have been at the pains of shewing what

Mechanical reasoning is, andproving, that

all physical certainty depends upon the

same principles.

I have a great while laboured under a

heavy complaint of the bookseller, for the

confession of somewhat to my disadvan-

tage in the close of the Preface to the last

edition, which, he tells me, has been a pre-

judice to his profits. I shall thereforefor

his sake be so careful as not to disgrace

myself at this time, even in my apology to

him, as not to mention what thatfault was.

1 have herein also endeavoured to make «K
him amends by large additions, both to the **

Explanations, and to the end of the book, X>

of some Essays never before in public

,

«n
which the reader willfind some account of «
thereunto prefixed. \>

JOHN QUINCY, MX). 5)

London, 1728.—

4

th edition. (jl

B j)
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Of insensible Persfi ration, as

it appears by IF'light.

APHORISM I.

'F there daily be an

;
addition of what is

if wanting, and a sub-

traction of what a-

bounds, in due quan-

tity and quality, lost
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health may be restored, and the

present preserved.

Explanation. TTBerspiration, j
-®- both as to the i

matter of it and its quantity, is (j

so absolutely necessary to the ^
well-being of a human bodv, that ft

a disease can neither be removed, «J

nor health maintained, without a

it be rightly performed
;

and S

where it is so, there must be both )

a continual waste of substance, 0

and a proportionate supply. The *1

former is occasioned by the con- A

stant circulation of the animal «

fluids, and the forcible contrac- 4

tions and attritions of the solids*

whereby such parts are found not J

suitable for the accretion and nour-
(J

ishment of the body, at length ©

become broke so small, as to fly A

off through such passages as are
^

by nature provided for that pur- J

pose
;
and this makes it necessary \
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that there be a proportionate re-

cruit by daily food.— Quincy.

nnimolori : ;t - 3

Explanation—The additions ofwhat

are wanting must be supplied from

those seventeen simple elementary

bodies, which alone have the property

of entering into the composition of all

animals. Other elements, indeed,

may traverse the animal organization

;

but in all such cases they act as pois-

ons, and instantly become a source of

irritation. The solid elements of ani-

inal bodies, are—phosphorus, carbon,

manganese, magnesium, aluminum, so-

dium, fluorine, hydrogen, sulphur,

iron, silicium, calcium, potassium, io-

dine, chlorine, oxygen, azote. There

are also four inconfinabJe elements

which enter into the constitution of

animal bodies, viz. :—caloric, light, and

the electric and magnetic fluids, and

all these simple elementary bodies of

nature, re-combined, form the proxi-

mate principles of the human body,

B 3



18 Medicina Statica. Sect. I.

viz. :—Albumen, fibrin, mucus, gela-

tin, casein, urea, uric acid, sulpho-

cyanic acid, osmazome, red colouring

matter of the blood, and the yeflow

colouring' principle. Azotic gas, enters

into each of the above principles.

—

The following are without azote, viz.

:

Olein, fatty matter of the brain, ste-

arin, benzoic, acetic, lactic, formic,

rosacic, and oxalic acids, sugar of niilk,

sugar of diabetic urine, colouring mat-

ters. These proximate principles are

what the additions are made of, and

they are all compounded of the pre-

viously enumerated solid, liquid
)

gaseous, and inconfinable elements of

bodies. The subtractions consist of

the excretions, secretions, exhalations,

viz. ;—Excrements, bile, urine, semen,

pulmonary transpiration, cutaneous

transpiration, follicular secretions, glan-

dular secretions, tears, saliva, pancre-

atic juice, milk.— Stuart.
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APH. II.

. F a Physician, who
/has the care of ano-

ther’s health, is ac-

quainted only with

the sensible supplies

and evacuations, and

knows nothing of the waste that

is daily made by insensible per-

spiration, he will only deceive his

patient, and never cure him.
tidt riiiw ji*v/ )wi

APH. III.

E only who know's

how much, and

when the body

does more or less

insensibly perspire

will be able to dis-

cern, when, and what is to be

added or taken away, either for

the recovery or preservation of

heal th.
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A PH. I,V.

NSENSIBLE per-

spiration alone, dis-

charges much more

than all the servile

evacuations togeth-

er.

Jiwil 1
i ‘ r [ft i) ?V/Ofl?{

Explanation.— Although this

Aphorism may appear at > first

view very strange to such ,yyho

are not well acquainted with the

make and economy of a human
body, and particularly with the

discharges made this way, yet

there is hardly any one thing re-

lating thereunto, either of greater

importance, or more easily to be

demonstrated. 1 he quantities

of meat and drink taken in, in

any given time, beirig readily

computed, as likeu-i'se the sensible

evacuations made in the same

if time
;
and these compared whh Jk
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1

the increase and diminution of

weight the body has thereby un-

dergone, will make it very easy

to calculate, and with the nicest

exactness, how much in that time

the waste by insensible perspira-

tiou has been, in proportion to

all the sensible evacuations
;
which

will be found to be very large, as

we shall see iu the following

Aphorisms. It ought therefore

to be of the utmost concern to a

Physician, not oidy thoroughly

to acquaint himself with the na-

ture of this evacuation, but like-

wise thoroughly to know by what
means it is to be promoted or les-

sened, according to the several

exigencies of his patient, either

for the preservation, or the re-

covery of his health. Quiney.

Explanation .—That transparent li-

quid that escapes through the pores of

the skin is called sweat or insensible



transpiration

;

and is composed

ter, acetic acid, the muriates i

iron, animal matter, and oil)

ous matter
;

also carbonic acid

first attempts to ascertain the q
and variations of insensible pt

tion are due to the author ol

Aphorisms, who, during thirty

weighed with extreme care an

fatigablc patience, his food arid

every day, and even himself,

philosophers and physicians ha1

employed themselves on the sa

ject with various success,

which I may cite the experin

M. Sequin, who shut himself ii

of gummed silk, with only an

sufficient to open his lips, aroun

were fixed the edges of that sms

pentine and pitch, from which

ment he ascertained that—the

quantity of insensible transpir

24 hours was, 6 pounds, 4 ou

drachms, 24 grains
;
and the

22 Medicina Statica.

and potass, earthy phosphate, o:

ture in the silk bag, with amixtur
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2 pounds, 2 ounces, 3 drachms—these

weights included the pulmonary also.

The mean of insensible transpiration

is 14. 4. grains per minute, of which

8. 8. depends upon the cutaneous, or

sweat,
and 5. 6. on pulmonary, or tran-

spiration from the lungs.

—

Stuart.

A PH. V.

NSENSIBLE per-

'spiration is either

[n made by the pores of

the body, which is

all over perspirable,

and covered with a

skin like a net
;

or it is performed

by respiration through the mouth,

which usually, in the space of one

day, amounts to about the quan-

tity of half-a-pound, as may plain-

ly be made appear by breathing

upon a glass.

Explanation .—By pores, are

to be understood the excretory
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ducts of the cutaneous glands,

both internal, as of the guts and

viscera
, and the common cover-

ings of all the muscles, as well

as the external of the outer skin.

And nature has so provided, that

if by any external cause this eva-

cuation is hindered in any one

part, it is always increased in

another, or else a distemper will

ensue
;

for \^hich reason, when
the coldness of the external air,

which more immediately affects

the outer skin, lessens the insen-

sible perspiration that way, either

the sensible evacuations are en-

creased, as commonly the urine,

or greater quantities are carried

off by respiration, from the lungs

and parts about the mouth, or

perspired into the cavities of the

guts
;
which afterwards are dis-

charged by breaking wind, either

upwards or downwards. For as

long as the impulse within re-



%
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respiration, and the parts about

the mouth, insomuch that their

breath appears like thick smoke.

Leicenhdcck pretends by the;

help of his glasses to nave dis-

covered the texture of the cuti-

cula to be scaly, and that those

scales cover one another in several

lays, more or less, according to

the different thicknesses of the

scarf-skin in the several parts of

the body. In the compass of

one cuticular scale, he reckons

there may be five hundred excre-

tory channels, and that a grain of

sand will cover one hundred and

twenty-five thousand orifices, thro’

which we daily perspire. Quincy

A PH. VI.

F eight pounds of

meat and drink are

taken in one day, the

quantity that usually

goes off’ by iusensi-

ble perspiration in
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that time, is five pounds.

Explanation.— Whence ap-

pears the truth of the fourth

Aphorism, and that what is wasted

by insensible transpiration, is to

all the sensible evacuations as five

to three. Hence also it ceases

to be a wonder, that the body be-

comes so much disordered by tak-

ing cpld, (as it is commonly called,

which is nothing else than a per-

spiratio diminata) more than by

any obstruction of the sensible

evacuations.

Dr James Keil of North-
ampton, hath, in a Dissertation

annexed to his Meaicina Statica

Eritannica, endeavoured to prove,

that the common notion of a di-

minished perspiration being the

cause of all that is ascribed to a

cold, by an increase ouly of.'the

quantiticy of juices, is a mistake
;

aud he seems to charge most of

c 2 .".igiinmi
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(L the changes made from such a

<yi cause upon the quality of that

?f matter which is received into the

jC blood by the cutaneous pores,

A which he calls frigorific particles,

^ of a nitrous kind, and ascribes

S) to them a power of chilling, con-

PC densing, and thickening the ani-

<S mal fluids
;

but the intelligent

If reader will not find this distinc-

tion of any importance, either as

to the theory of the economy, or

any practical conclusions concern-

ing the regulation of its disor-

ders. Quincy.

a p h. VII.

HE quantities insen-

,’sibly perspired, vary

according to the dif-

ferences of constitu-

tions, ages, countries,

seasons, distempers,

diet, and the rest of the non-na- (X,

turalists. n)
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Explanation .—So that it is

not possible exactly to determine

the quantities of the persjwrable

matter, convenient to be dis-

charged in all persons, nor are

they in the same person always

alike, because they are influenced,

and altered according to the sev-

al causes above-mentioned
;

so

that quantity which is beneficial

to one, may be more or less than

what is convenient for another,

and likewise not always, and at

all times of the year, convenient

for the same person, All which,

a careful observer will soon be

apprised of, as may be further

collected from several of the fol-

lowing Aphorisms: To which
the reader is therefore referred,

as also to Dr Keil’s Aphorisms
annexed hereunto, with their re-

spective explanations. Quincy.

c 3
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®
F the body be weigh-

ed in the morning

before and after sen-

sible evacuation, then

it will be easy to de-

termine the quantity

that is wasted that night by per-

spiration.

S
F the body encreases

beyond its usual

weight, without eat-

ing or drinking more

than customary, there

must either be a re

tension of some of the sensible

excrement, or an obstruction of

the perspirable matter.

Explanation .— These two

Aphorisms are self-evident.

Quincy.
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A PH. X.,
T

.

... «'**. - •
! 1 •.» *?

:

v ii)

HE body continues

/in the same state of

health, as long as

it returns to its wont-

ed weight without

any encrease of the

sensible evacuations; hut if it

comes to its standard by larger

discharges, either by stool or urine,

than ordinary, it then begins to

decline from its former health.

Explanation .—There is so

great a difference between the

matter of insensible perspiration,

and that of the sensible discharges,

that the lessening one will by no
means compensate for the super-

fluities of the othef, unless it be

in very fresh indispositions
;

for

it will be very difficult to prevent
the injuries which may arise from
what ought to pass through the

cutaneous pores, if by any means
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it is stopped iri the excretory

ducts, or prevented from getting

into them, by Enlarging tlje other

evacuations, because by its stav

in the blood and other jkiices,

there will be tnade su^lf'ajtera-

tipns, as cannot easily be- rerne^

died by siVrtple evacuation. The
body therefore keeping to the

same standard of weight, hv a

regular discharge of the per^pir-

hble matter, is a certairt &igo of

good health
;

but vvheii that fails,

and nature endeavours to .make

amends by an encrease oF the

sensible evacuations, it is a great

chance but some aistemuer ensues.

Quincy.

A P H. X I.

F by weight it ap-

ijj pears, that perspira-

tion is diminished ;

the followingfiidays

it must either be e»r

creased, or some 1 seu-
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sible evacuation enlarged
;

or else

there will be laid a foundation

for a cachexy, or a fever.

Explanation .—The diminu-

tion of perspiration cannot but

add to the weight of the body, in

proportion to the quantity detained,

unless some other evacuation be

enlarged beyond what it is natur-

ally : And wheresoever there is

an encreased quantity of fluids,

the resistances to the contractile

force of the arteries must be

greater, and therefore if they are

not supplied with a proportion-

able encrease of spirits to enforce

their contractions, they cannot

beat so frequently, nor so vigor-

ously, whereby the circulating

humours will flow slower ; and

as their fluidities or degrees of

consistence are in proportion to

their celerities, the slower they

circulate they will grow the more
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thick and viscid, and consequently

obstruct in the capillaries, foul the

glands, and bring all such dis-

orders as belong to a cachexy,

which is a general term expres-

sive of ajaundice, dropsy, scurvy,

and all of that tribe
;
how like-

wise in some instances of an en-

creased quantity of fluid, a fever

may be produced, consult Belini

at large in his Book de Fcbribus
,

who there treats this subject in a

way truly demonstrative.

r . - Quincy.

>n
A PH. XII.

larger perspira-

tion, and greater

sensible evacua-

tions than usual,

cannot be at the

same time.
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A PH. X.I I I'.

F any one sensibly

evacuates more than

he ought, at that

time he perspires

less. OL/

Explanation.—These are both

true for the same reason
;

for the

encrease of the sensible evacua-

tions, especially by stool and
urine, cuts off the supply of the

materia perspirabilis in propor-

tion to such an encrease, because

what is taken in by the stomach,
and designed for nourishment, is

thereby carried away before it

can mix with the bloot^ayd other

juices,' and go those circuits as are

necessary to convert it either into

nutritious juice, or break it into

parts so small, as will admit of
its exhalations through the skin.

Quincy.
OfiJ i.’Jci • >

;
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A PH. XIV.

O evacuate too much
by stool, urine, or

sweat, and perspire

less than usual, is

bad.

Explanation.— Because a

change in the natural proportions

of the several evacuations to one

another, although it be so that

the encrease of one just answers

for the defect of another, in quan-

tity, cannot but be attended with

some inconveniences. Quincy.

A PH. XV.

HEN a person

) returns to the

same standard

every day, with-

out any change

in the quantity of

perspiration, there will be
k
con-

v:r
•
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constantly preserved a perfect

health, and no need of critical

evacuations.

A PH. XVI.

C^NAD qualities arise
" 'jwhen the body is not

^ one day the same in

weight as another.
r

isrro'j n\a od iiioode

b has .hoofd full rii

Explanation. — Because such

changes cannot happen, either

without sotne disorders in the

evacuation s, or irregularities in

eating or drinking, from any of

which the whole constitution can-

not but suffer.

dii
APH. XVII.

person may cer

paly conclude him

elf in a state of

D

I

health, if upon a-

scending a preci-

pice he finds him-
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self more lightsome than before.

Explanation .—The action of

the lungs, in respiration, depends

so much upon a good constitu-

tion of the blood, from whence

all the other juices are made,

that it i is almost impo&ible there

should be any considerable fault

in the blood, and the lungs not

some way or other aflected. by it.

And likewise as the invigoration

of all the solids, so as to render

them ready for their prpper mo-

tions, arises from the same fluid-

It is a certain argument of a

healthful state, when any difficult

exercise, as walking up a steep

ascent, can be performed with-

out any faintness or lassitude *,

and when on the contrary, there-

by the body seems lightsome, and

fitter for motion ;
which sensa-

tion a sound body perceives, be-

cause by the actions of the pre-
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ceding exercise, all the animal

fluids are put into brisker mo-
*V r

,
Asm*

tions, the thinner secretions per-

formed in greater quantities, but

especially that in the brain, by

which the spirits are derived

more plentifully into the muscles,

and the grosser parts are broke

small enough to pass off by in-

sensible -transpiration. But of

exercise that has this effect, it is

to be understood only such as is

moderate ;
otherwise the best

constitution may be strained, the

fluids too much broke and wasted,

and the whole economy thrown

into disorder. Quincy.
emu.! ill g'lVGSl

A P H. XVIII.

ROM too great

fulness arise bad

qualities, but not

vice versa.

lud lo’uiiRO doin'-. mod
UOlJ

OfiVO
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filiation.—That is, good
Qualities do not arise from emp-
tiness. Excess on neither side

cah be good, because several \Vays

the body may be injured thereby.

oMy.
tWhaggi mi} o.l ni ^liui fitlyiq mum

i H. XI X.

“O i ,'! ho fe<o»q v; t ngoon^ h

D\GO great?a weight

and fulness may be

lessened by sensi ble e

or insensible eva-

cuations, either of

digested or indi-

gested matter, and it is good so

to do }
but although it lessens

the load, yet it leaves ill qualities

behind, nr/ >

Explanation. — By fulness

may be understood, either a ple-

thora, or too great encrease of

any of the fluids, by a diminu-

tion of some of the necessary

evacuations, which cannot but
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injure the constitution, both by

altering the textures and cohesions

of the fluids, and by laying at

the same time too great a weight

upon the solids. But the con-

trary is not always true, because

there may be a distemper when
the secretions are too large, and

the body too much emptied
;
and

in the former case, although a

plethora, and too great a fulness

may be taken away by bleeding

or purgative medicines, so as to

reduce the body to its natural

standard of weight
;

yet it is a

great chance, but that during

such an overcharge, there maybe
done so much injury as cannot

be removed by those evacuations.

Quincy.

d 3
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A PH. XX.

F insensible perspir-

ation, there are two

kinds, the one is

during sleep, of

humours that are

well digested, and

after which there is an en crease

of strength. The other is when
awake, and arises from indigested

humours, and is weakening, more

or less, according to the greater

or lesser actions of the muscles

during that time.

Explanation. — This Apho-

rism and the following, well

understood, lays open the whole

business of perspiration, both as

to the manner how it is performed,

and its consequences good and

bad. The reason why that which

goes off in sleep is most benefi-

cial, is, because during that time.
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the solids are in a. state of relax-

ation, and the motions of the

fluids thereby something remitted

and more regular ; by which

means nothing is thrown off by

any of the secretions, especially

by the cutaneous glands, but

what is thoroughly digested and

fitted to pass off’ that way
;
and

likewise, because during the

relaxed state of the nerves in

sleep, that secretion which is made

in the brain, and by which they

are supplied with a convenient

juice necessary for their in viter-

ation, is chiefly performed.

—

Whereas, waking, the vibrations,

or pulsations of the solids, upon

which the motions of the fluids

altogether depend, are more dis-

turbed and irregular, being sub-

ject to alterations from abundance

of causes, even from the thoughts

that pass through the mind
;

whereby the juices are more con-
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fused, and the secretions not so

perfect, because with what is di-

gested and suited to pass the

strainers, there will oftentimes

go oft’ some parts as cannot be

yet spared without great preju-

dice. Besides this inconvenience

likewise, the solids being so much
upon the stretch, and in constant,

employ, that juice which is abso-

lutely necessary for their invigo-

ration, and the continuance of

their springs, is not derived to

them in such proportions as it is

wasted
;
by which means there

must needs be a continual decay

of strength and spirits, although

the business of perspiration goes

on never so well, until fresh re-

cruits are supplied by sleep.

Quincy.

Ml 1 U: oJ
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f j I v/ 3XJU f i ij.1
. # .* '• ! * « - n<>

APH. XXI.
Inin

"£nHAT perspiration

which is beneficial,

and most clears the

body of superfious

matter, is not what

goes off with sweat,

but that insensible steam, or va-

pour, which in winter time ex-

hales to about the quantity of 50

ounces in the space of one na-

tural day.

Explanation .— It is very ne-

cessary to distinguish between

perspiration and sweat, they dif-

fering so much from one ano-

ther, that as one is useful and

preserves health, the other is al-

ways injurious and destructive

of it, unless when it is to give

relief from some greater evil, as

a fever, or the like. Perspira-

tion makes the body lightsome
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and cheerful, but sweat faint and

dispirited. And the more a per-

son sweats, it is certain that so

much less he perspires
;

because

the latter depends upon a hardy

and vigorous constitution of the

solids, which the former is hurt-

ful to and destroys. The mat-

ter of them likewise differs, and

is very differently supplied
j

that

which insensibly perspires being

such, as after a long course of

circulations in all the shapes of

the animal fluids, is divested of

all that can be of further service

to any part of the body, -and

broke so very small, that it pas-

ses away without any injury or

loss. T3ut the matter of sweat

being of a thick consistence, and

supplied more immediately from

the blood, not only robs the body

of a great deal of its nourish-

ment, but relaxes and supplies

the fibres so much, as to destroy
•.ini! <;••>:* '•••.. >!'U1! i' 1-** •
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in’a great measure their elasticity^

which necessarily weakens the

constitution, and makes it liable

to abundance of disorders.

Quincy.

A PH. XXIf.

NSENSIBLE per-

spiration becomes

visible, wheu there

is too great a supply,

or upon faiutings, or

upon violent motion.

Explanation.—In faintiugs

the nerves are very much relaxed^

and become so slack, that the

excretory passages are vastly en-

larged, and, as it were, lie quite

open
;
upon which the small force

the blood has left, is sufficient to

carry through them a great deal,

which otherwise would continue

its circulations longer in the ves-

sels
;
and this matter being too
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gross and heavy to rise in an

insensible steam, lodges and hangs

upon the skin thick and clammy.

Violent exercise also does much
the same by an encrease of the

blood’s velocity, as the former by

enlarging the passages, only with

this difference, that what is forced

out by an additional impulse of

the fluids, although it is in quan-

tity large enough to appear \Vet

upon the skin, yet it is not by

abundance so clammyas the other,

or defrauds the body so much of

a balsamicnutritious juice; where-

fore we always experience invol-

untary faint sweat, to be much
more injurious than what happens

upon hard labour, the former soon

sinking a person into irrecover-

able decays and wastings, and the

latter continuing even without

any apparent prejudice a long

time.

Quincy.
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®
NSENSIBLE per-

spi ration accompan-

ied with sweat, is

bad. Because sweat

takes away the

strength of the fi-

bres. It is sometimes said to be

serviceable, because it diverts from

a greater evil.

Explanation. — See the Ex-

planation to the two preceding

Aphorisms, where the reasons of

it will manifestly appear
;
very

much likewise to this purpose is

the following.

Quincy
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A P H. XXI V.

jr t / v: .u
<r
i /,

.

Y how much the

mare subtle, and

'<*v. without apparent

moistness, perspira-

tion is made, it is by

so imich the more

healthful, i;

od •.? hhi^ ivnuijy.: <>a *i jl .aatd

A P H. XX\.

LL the thinner ex-

crements are the

heaviest and sink.

The thick ones are

lighter ^nd swim,

such as are the

hard consistent stools, the saliva,

and several others of the like

kind.

Explanation. — Because they

are compounded of particles,

especially heaviest, i.e. such as

consist of large quantities of

(?

*
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latter, in proportion to their

bulks; whereas the thicker ex-

crements, that is, such as are

consistent and solid, are com-

posed of particles large and ex-

tended in surface, which there-

fore makes them entangle with

one another, but are, notwith-

standing, specifically lighter.

Quincy;

A P H. XXVI.

HE thin secretions

abate more the

weight of the body

in proportion to their

quantities, than the

hard and consistent.

Explanation.— It is meant

here of what we call specific

UfigliL which is a term so fre-

quently used, and by a great

many sp little understood, that I

e 2
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cannot think it improper here to

give a short explanation of it.

(Gravity or weight is taken in a

double sense, the one is called

absolute

,

and the other specific

gravity. By the first is to be

understood, that universal pro-

perty which vve find in all bodies

whatsoever, by which they are

said to gravitate ,
or to have a

tendency towards some deter-

minate point
;

but by the latter

is only to be understood the dif-

ferent energy or force of this

universal property in different

bodies, with relation to one an-

other. For as gold and iron,

both of them are endowed abso-

lutely with this general property,

yet in relation to one another they

are different in weight, that is, a

sphere of one is heavier than the

sphere of the other of the same

bigness, and this difference of

weight, in different compound
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bodies, is called their specific

weight. Thus gold, as before,

is specifically heavier than wood,

and wood specifically heavier than

spunge. 1 he same distinction

is observed likewise as to fluids ;

quick-silver is specifically heavier

than aqua-fortis, aqua-fortis than

water, and water than air.

In several places of these

Aphorisms, regard must be had

to this distinction, or they cannot

be understood, especially in this

and the following. .Thus what

is discharged in the form of a

liquor, as the urine and sweat, is

specifically heavier than the hard

and solid excrements, and there-

fore the body is sooner freed from

too great a weight by the thinner,

than the thicker evacuations ;

which plainly points out the most

certain methods to disengage the

body from plethoras,
and pre-

e 3
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ternatural fulness, when they are

not gone so far as to have brought
a lentor and siziness upon the

juices; for then lessening the \
quantities of the fluids will avail

but little, without giving a con-

siderable stimulus to the solids

at the same time.

Quincy
vaifj *< fcatvlij Iflio , fti

A PH. XXYII.j,

HE most

I parts of

liquid

our food

ir are likewise the most

heavy, and the solid

lighter. Bread and

flesh are light, wine

and broths heavy. A glass of

wine is almost three, times a$

heavy as a piece of bread of the

same hulk.

Explanation .—This also is to

be understood in the same sense

as the aforegoing, with regard to
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the distinction between absolute

and specific weight ;
and then

by this Aphorism, wine is almost

three times specifically heavier

than bread.

Quincy
n vt • !*)!? ‘s.H'.’S I ii

A P H. XXVIII.

HAT state of body

.which has a sense of Op

a greater weight *£)

when there is none, ^
is much worse than

when it perceives a

greater weight, and there really

is so.

Explanation .—The reason is,

because if a person feels a heavi-

ness, where there is not in reality

any encrease of weight, it is a

certain indication that he is under

some waste of spirits
;

for a di-

minution of strength and vigour

will produce the same sense as
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an actual encrease of weight :

Where therefore there is not any

such encrease of weight, and such

a sense arises, it is a certain sign

the body is declining into a dis-

tempered state, and consequently

in a much worse condition than

when sensible of a real weight
;

because a due stock of spirits and

vigour may find some way or

other to disengage the body from

such an incumbrance, and reduce

it again to its natural standard
;

whereas, when a person feels a

burthen upon him only by the

decay of spirits, it is a task of

much more difficulty (when the

stomach and all the solids princi-

pally concerned in the offices of

digestion, must needs be enfeebled

and very weak) to repair such a

loss, and will require a consider-

able time to bring it about, it the

prescribed means succeed. From
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these considerations also it ap-

pears further, that,

Quincy

A PII. XXIX.

EIGHT, with re-

lation to the per-

ception of it in a

living body, is

equivocal

;

be-

cause it is con-

sistent, that at the same time a

body may actually be heavier,

and yet seem lighter
;
and on the

contrary, it may be rendered

lighter than usual, and yet at the

same time feel heavier.

Explanation .— So that when
a body is said to be heavier or

lighter than before, it is to be

understood with regard to the

greater, or lesser sense a person

has at that time of a weight upon
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(J»

him. And in tins sense one per-

son may be said to be heavier than

I

another of twice his absolute

weight; and thus people fre-

quently express themselves upon

several indispositions, that they

have a heaviness upon them, al-

though at the same time perhaps

they are actually lighter, but only

through a decay of spirits and

strength, are not so able as be-

fore to support their usual bulk,

(>» and therefore they have then a

\) sense of a greater weight. This

Y weight may be called relative, and

that by which a person is said to

& weigh so many pounds exactly
;

V* without any regard to the percep-

V tion the person has himself, may
he termed absolute weight

;
and

<£) care must be taken to observe

jY this distinction in several of these

A Aphorisms, otherwise their sense

A will be mistaken.

Quincy.
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A PH. XXX.
• • 1

HERE both these

concur, that a V*

person perceives Jo

himself lighter Qp

than usual, and *^)

that at the same (1^

time there is no encrease in his

absolute weight, it is a certain in-

dication of health.

Explanation.—Because such

a perception can arise from no-

thing else than a plentiful invigo-

ration of the solids by a good

stock of spirits, which likewise

depends upon a perfect digestion

and a regular discharge of all

the animal functions, and there-

fore nothing can be a more cer-

tain sign of health, unless it be

in inamacs and delirious persons,

who have certainly the same per-

ception as to themselves, and yet
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are far from being
-

in a state of

health.

A PH. XXXI.

HAT body which

falls into a standard

of weight below that

of a state of health

is in a worse condi-

tion than that which

rises above it.

Explanation .—Because it is

very difficult upon any waste or

decay of the substance of the

body, to restore it again by sup-

plies of a well-digested nourish-

ment
;

the methods of doing it,

at a time that the solids are weak

and enervated, which they must

needs be upon such decays, being

both very difficult and uncertain,

and what requires also a great

length of time. Whereas to re-

duce it from too great an encrease,
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there are several evaluations

which are speedy and effectual,

and attended with no great haz-

ards : To which, if abstinence,

moderate exercise, and temper-

ance in the 'use of all the non-

naturals are added, they cannot

easily fail of success.

Quincy.

- ’5o’mm R doe- )o otu u

aph. xxxii.

F a body sinks be-

low its healthful

^ standard, it imme-

iately grows weaker.

Which does not hap-

pen when it becomes

lighter, upon sleep, after a good

digestion.

Explanation. — The body

cannot fall below its healthful

standard by violent exercise or

obstinate fastings, without losing
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from the very substance of the
solids more than can be sudden-
ly repaired, and therefore must
ot consequence thereby be ren-
dered much weaker. But it is
quite otherwise when the body
becomes lighter after sleep, be-
cause that is occasioned only by
the waste which has been before
made of such a matter, as after
divers circulations is found of no
further service, and broke so
small as to fly 0ff insensibly
through the cutaneous passages,
and it is a great benefit to the
constitution that it does so go
away. What is lost likewise by
the former means, is by over-
straining the springs of the so-
lids, and wearing the orifices of
the excretory glands too wide,
both by the grossness and addi-
tional impulse of the circulating
fluids: Whereas by the latter,
what goes away is only a very
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^
fine thoroughly digested matter, (j>

which rises through the skin like *£)

a vapour, or steam, without any ^
manner of difficulty or disturb- J\

ance to the body. Quincy*

A PH. XXXIII.

F without the force

/ofexercise the weight

decreases, and the XJ>

strength decays, it

is because there is

not a supply of nour- ^
ishment in proportion sufficient -

to recruit what is wasted.

Olij HOi rtf .

Explanation .—From the ne-

cessary actions of the muscles

in the performance only of the

vital functions, both the vessels

will be so much wore away them-

selves, by the attritions of their

circulating juices, and some parts

of the juices so much broke, as

F S „
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to make it necessary that there

V saou 'd be a continual supply

;

whieh, if it be not answerable to

<0)
suc^ a ^oss

> there cannot but fol-

(Y
]mv a defection both in the weight

^ und strength of the body.

Quincy.

A PH. XXXIV.
'

body can only

grow weaker but
three ways

; the

one is, when its

bulk encrenses

without any decay
of spirits

; another when the
spirits sink, and the body keeps
to its usual standard

j and the

„
other, when both spirits and bulk

C) decay together.

k
Explanation.—The whole

of this appears irom what has

^
been said before, Explan. Aph.
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xxviii. The weight of the body,

is always to be taken relatively ;

and therefore in what state so-

ever the spirits bear less propor-

tion to the present weight than

before, the body is properly said

thereby to become heavier ;
am

it is to be understood, with re-

gard to the same distinction,

when it is said to be weaker.

Quincy.

aph. XXXV.

pi AT weakness

which is felt when

the body decays,

both in strength

and bulk, is the

most dangerous

;

because the bulk is very condu-

cive to its vigour.

Explanation.—The former

part appears from Aphor. 29>
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30, 31, above
; and the latter is

V “"firmed by the following.

Quincy.

A PH. XXXVI.

xeight, or bulk

) the body, adds
considerably to

I
its strength, ei-

ther in drawing-,

carrying, turn-
ing', or striking-

.

Explanation—The truth of
tins appears from the following
proposition, demonstrated by Bo-
relh n Percussiohis, That the
force of any moving body is in-
pioportion to its velocity, and
the quantity of matter it contains.

_

that notwithstanding a person
of a small bulk may, with re-
spect to his stock of spirit and

i u vlgour, be said to be very strong
;

yet one of a larger, although not
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invigorated with a like quantity

of spirit, in proportion to his

bulk, will be absolutely much
stronger ;

especially in the ex-

ercises above-mentioned, where

the force of percussion depends

so much upon the bulk of the

moving body : There are many
prcecoynita from mechanics,

which illustrate this matter
;
and

indeed, without such acquaint-

ance, there can be no great de-

gree of knowledge in these affairs:

See Aphor. 93 below, in this

Section, and for this reason fre-

quently. Quincy.

ape: XXXVII.

,
HE strength of an

old man is owing

^
more to the bulk

of his body, than

his stock of spirits.

An old person of

a small size may live long, but

can never have much strength.
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APII. XXXVIII.

F the body returns

to its wonted stan-

dard, upon sleep,

without any sense

of uneasiness after-

ward, it is good
;

because it is a sign of a perfect

digestion
;

but if otherwise, it is

bad.

Explanation.—Because what

is insensibly gone oft’ in sleep,

and by which the weight of the

body is lessened, is only such a

matter as is thoroughly digested,

and it is a relief and benefit to

nature to get rid of it
;
and that

nothing else goes oft' with it in

sleep, appears, when there is no

uneasiness follows it : But when

any part of the nutritious juices

passes along with it, notwith-
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standing the body is rendered

thereby lighter, yet ineonvenien-

eies will ensue. Quincy.

posed to receive its impressions,

which predisposition may be

known by a greater, or lesser

weight than is customary, and

that not without some consider-

able uneasiness.

Explanation Where all the

parts are equally found strong,

any slight disorders from with-

out are easily remedied; but

where any part is weaker than

the resc, either from hereditary

i

A PII. XXXIX.

) sently thrown into

£ a disease by an ex-

body is not pre-

terual injury, un-

less some of the

viscera be first dis-
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causes, or the injuries of former

distempers, the least indisposi-

tion affects it, and without timely

care will bring' the whole econo-

my into disorder. And when

any particular part is thus indis-

posed, it is impossible but the

least irregularity, or accident,

will so much disorder it, as to

hinder its right performance of

its proper office, which according

to its importance in the economy,

sooner or later affects the whole

body, so far as to be discernable

either by an encrease or diminu-

tion of some of the secretions.

Quincy

A PH. XL.
(Ul

HENSOEVER
nature is dis-

turbed in the

business of per-

spiration, she

soon begins to
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be defective in many more of the

animal functions.

Explanation . — Of so great

importance is a right discharge

by perspiration, both as to its

quantity, and the matter of it,

that the whole constitution imme- >1

diately suffers by the want of it
; ^

which cannot be strange to one »
who considers, what large quau-

tities go off’ by it. X

Explanation.—The motions

upon a due constitution of the

Quincy.

A PH. .XL I.

F the head is afflic-

ted with pain, the

body soon begins

to perspire less,

and grows heavier.

of all the solids depend so much
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brain and its appendices, that it

is impossible one should be affec-

ted without the others being

brought into disorder thereby
;

and perspiration being owing to

the just and regular motions of

the fluids, it is unavoidable but

that when the head is out of or-

der, perspiration must he so too
;

and that when one is in pain, the

other must be lessened in its

quantity, and consequently the

whole body become heavier
;

the

reason of which wili further ap-

pear under Aphor. 49 in this

Section. Quincy.
-aihin r-A ha-ut uflj 1 / "

A PH. XLII.1
!* ••

HE first impressions

of a disease are

much more easily

discernable from the

changes of an un-

'< usual perspiration,
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(j» than from the disorders of any

1") of the other functions. h\

I .
,r

Explanation.— Because, as y
lias been already said, so much ^
depends upon a right perspira- (y

tion, that it cannot be disordered,

but the whole constitution must

suffer
;

and nothing- can more

certainly be known, than the

quantities of that may be, by

weighing. Quincy.
mam

Explanation.—The cutaneous trans-

piration, or as it is more commonly

called insensible perspiration
,
has nu-

merous uses to perform in the animal

economy : it keeps the skin supple,

and is a powerful means of cooling

the body, and of keeping it of a uni-

form temperature; the continual eva-

poration from the surface of the body
}

is the principal incans, in conjunction

with the exhalation from the lungs,

that nature has supplied, to cool and

HUlf G i /H! Ui
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equalize our temperature. Like the

urine, it holds several salts in solution

;

also acids, and the volatilized recre-

mentitious matter of animal substan-

ces
;
when this exhalation is suspend-

ed, fever in a greater or less degree

is always the effect, and the fever and

heat of the skin and bread), will al-

ways just he in proportion to the de-

ficiency in the action of these respective

functions. Let us iust allow our com-

mon sense to bear on this subject for

a few moments, and we shall soon be

convinced of the vast importance, of

these exhalations in the eye of the

Human Architect : F or the tears, we

have six or seven lachrymal excretory

ducts; lor the urine we have the two

ureters
;
but for insensible perspira-

tion we have beeu provided with mil-

lion upon million of pores. A man

has been provided with two eyes,

which we may safely presume, has been

kindly intended for his benefit, in case

he should suffer the los6 of one, that

he might still have the use of this
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very cheering sense to prosecute his

welfare in this state of being; two

nostrils, and these nostrils again, a sub-

stitute for the mouth in breathing
;

two hands and two testicles, also in

order that should any accident befall

one of them, we might still not be un-

fit for the great end of our being pro-

creation ! You see displayed in these

duplicate arrangements of function

and organs, that the Universal Archi-

tect has framed us upon the most

beneficient principles. That Power

has shewn by these double functions

and organs, of how vast importance

they are to us, and how detrimental

.
to our health and happiness would be

the want of them
;
but of how much

more importance has the function of

cutaneous perspiration been consider-

ed, when the excretory ducts for it has

not been by ones and twos, but My-
riads, Millions of pores upon every

square inch of the surface of the hu-

G 2
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man body. These are the true- excre-

mentidous ejuunctories ! and of so de-

trimental a nature is this excrement,

commonly called sweat, (that if re-

tained) it immediately poisons the

whole body—oppresses the heart

—

adds an encreased strain upoD other

vicarious excretions—irritates and dis-

turbs the brain, and in short, becomes

the root of fever. If here we would

read from the divine book of Nature,

we shall find it proclaim these words

of its Beneficient Architect: Man!

double organs I have given you, for

the purpose of supplying your wants

and enjoyments, and throwing off what

is obnoxious to you, viz. :— Eyes, ears,

arms, lungs, legs, testes, &c.
;

but

with respect to that most poisonous of

all the excretions—that obnoxious

sweat—in order that ye may get rid

of it, I have supplied thee with mil-

lions of pores—millions of pores to

evacuate that excrement, sweat !

What more need I say ? Our bene-

ficient Architect has said—Man! mil-
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lions of pores have I not given thee

to get lid of that excrement, sweat

!

Stuart.

A PH. XL III.

F upon weighing1

,

the perspirable mat-

ter appears to have

been obstructed, and

there is neither en-

crease of sweat or

urine for some days after, there

is a great deal of danger of a

putrefaction of the detained cru-

dities.

Explanation. — The solids

will be so much oppressed by

the superfluous load which is laid

upon them by tin* retension of

the perspirable matter, that un-

less there soon be, a d scharge

made of it by some of the sen-

sible evacautions, they will not be "y

c 3
it
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able to circulate it with so much
swiftness as is necessary to pre-

vent its falling into preternatural

ferments, there, being nothing

which more promotes that intes-

tine motion of liquors that dis-

poses them to putrefaction, than

stagnation. For then their sev-

eral parts are left at liberty to

sink or rise according to their

several gravities, and obey their

respective attractive poicers
,
up-

on which several are broke smal-

ler, and others run into corpus-

cles of different kinds and pro-

perties
;
whereas so long as they

are kept in a circulary motion by

external causes, they are not at

liberty to obey their attractive

powers , or their several gravities,

but move on without any other

alterations, than what they re-

ceive from their casual occur-

sions and attritions against one

another
;

the consequences of
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which is only breaking them

smaller, and rendering the liquor

more fluid. From all which it

appears, that the different fluidi-

ties of the animal liquors
, are

in the different parts of the

body, as their velocities in each

part. Quincy.

A PH. X L I V.

UT if tipon weigh-

ing, it appears that

rv a greater quantity

of the perspirable

matter has been car-

ried off than usual

by any violent cause, it mav be

concluded, that in the room of

such a waste, there soon will be

supplied an undigested matter,

which will be apt to obstruct the

secretory passages.

Explanation.— The great

quantities which sometimes fly oft'
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by violent exercise, or any other

cause, cannot but leave those fi-

bres they last parted from, with

too small a share of moisture
;

by which as soon as a supply is

taken in by a fresh meal, the new
juices press forward into those

parts faster than they can be di-

gested, and are thereby apt to

stick in the small extremities, and

obstruct the passages of the suc-

ceeding. Hence may be collected

several good observations with

regard to the preservation of

health. As after long distem-

pers which have wasted much
the substance of the body, until

that loss is thoroughly repaired, to

live with a great deal of temper-

ance, feed sparingly, and of w hat

is easy to digest. To observe

the same likewise after long fast-

ing, or after any violent exercise,

or upon travelling from hot into

cold climates : because in all these
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cases there is such a great waste

of perspirable matter, and the

.fibres are so much robbed of their

proper moistures, that too large

a supply of food at once, as soon

as it gets into the vessels, for

want of its usual resistances,

would be press’d ou too fast, and

fill the smaller with crudities.

A PH. XLY.

t
F what is thus lodged

in the secretory pas-

sages, can be ren-

dered fiuxile and

perspirable, it is

well
;
otherwise the

obstructed part will first grow
hard, and by degrees schirrous.

Explanation .—When an ob-

struction of the perspirable mat-

ter happens to be only in some
particular part, if it is not quickly

removed, by the continual accession
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of succeeding matter to the same

part, there mast necessari'y be ra s-

ed a tumour
; which, if it s > hap-

pens to be situated as to hinder

much the passage of the blood

through the small arterial bran-

elves, will encrease with pain and

inflammation. And if the blood

is quite stopped in any of the

vessels, it will impostumate. But

if the first collection of perspir-

able matter happens so to lodge

itself so as not considerably to

disturb the blood’s motion, it may
continue a long time, until the

thinner parts of it are perspired,

and the rest reduced to a hard

knotty substance. The best re-

medies in such cases are at first

keeping the di>tempered part

warm, abstinence, or a very spar-

ing diet, and of such food as is

easily perspirable, moderate ex-

ercise, and a diversion by other

evacuations. Quincy-

.
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nant fever.

A I H. X L V I.

F the obstructed mat-

ter can neither he

removed by nature,

nor a feverish heat,

there is immediate

danger of a malig-

Escptanation .— In this is to

be understood not a partial, but

universal obstruction of perspira-

tion, which, if it is not immed-

iately removed, cannot but pro-

duce a fever. By nature remov-

ing it, can be understood no other

than the over-charge occasioned

thereby being thrown off by an

encrease. of some of the sensible

evacuations, which we very often

find to be done, and a fever there-

by prevented
;

but when it does

not happen so, a fever will arise

for these reasons: F&st, An
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obstruction of the perspirable

matter cannot but encrease the

quantity of the blood, because it

is derived from it, and by its ob-

struction preventing its further,

derivation
;

whilst any supply is

made either by eating or drinking,

the blood must encrease.—~''Se-

condly, The encrease of the

blood’s quantity will encrease its

pressure against the sides of the

arteries, and consequently make
that stroke which is felt by the

finger, when applied to one of

them, stronger. Thirdly, The

encreased quantity of blood will

likewise occasion an encrease of

the fluid secretions, in a propor-

tion greater than the thicker

;

which see demonstrated by Dr.

Cheyne
,

in bis new Theory of

Fevers; and Dr. IVainwriyht,

in Propos. 18, of Animal Se-

cretion. By this, the secretion

of the succus nervosus in the
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and upon this account also will

the arteries be more distracted,

and the pulse raised, which is

what every one calls a fever ;

and after this manner things go

on, either until the obstruction

is removed, or the overcharge

carried off by an encrease of some

sensible evacuation, or thrown

aside in an abscess upon some

particular part, and thereby the

equilibrium between the contrac-

tion of the solids, and the resis-

tance of the fluids again restored ;

or else until the solids are wore

out, and have quite lost their

springs, and unable longer to

continue their motions, subside,

the fluids stagnate, and death

ensues. At the first attack there-

fore of acute fevers, the princi-

pal thing to be done, is either to

promote immediately that evacu-

ation which has been obstructed,

or if that cannot be done, some
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other ;
whereby an encrease of

the quantity of blood, and conse-

quently an acceleration of its

motion, may be prevented, and

all its threatening attendants put

out of danger.

Quincy.

A P H. X L V 1 1.

EVERISH persons

are as much in dan-

ger, when perspir-

ation is hindered

by an unskilful ad-

ministration of me-

dicines, as by their own errors.

yvur.fc mi oroui
j c*;*

Explanation. —A wise phy-

sician therefore will be very wary

in the beginning of a fever, and

not too busy with medicines, uu-

til he finds what course nature

herself takes to throw oft the

distemper
;
and then his assi$-

ii 2
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tance is necessary, and may en-

able the patient to get over a dis-

temper, which otherwise he might
sink under.

Quincy .

A P H. X L V 1 1 1.

Moderate dose of

cassia does not di-

vert perspiration,

nor impair the

strength, but only

rids the body of a

superfluous load ;
but other pur-

ges empty too much, and reach

the parts more remote, and carry

oft too great a quantity
;

for the

following food will press so has-

tily into the emptied passages,

that the bowels and bladder will

be defrauded of their moistures,

whereby the body afterwards fre-

quently grows heavier.
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Explanation,—The consequences

of too strong cathartics, as to fil-

•ingthe body with crudities after-

wards, will be the same, as from

too large a perspiration, and for the

same reason, which see in Explan-

tion to Aphorism 44. And besides

the inconveniences of emptying

the vessels too much, as all en-

creased evacuations do, strong pur-

gatives have further .this ill effect,

as they stimulate the solids much,

they both occasion thereby a greater

waste of the nervous juices, and at

the same timfe contract them so as

to hinder perspiration, which makes

the body heavier. Quincy .

A P H. X L I X.

LE pain, or hard

labour, lessens

the quantity that

goes off by per-

spiration.
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Explanation—That true arid na-

tural perspiration, which is bene-

ficial and necessaty to the consti-

tution, requires such a peculiar tex-

ture •; of ; the ' ‘ cutaneous passages .,

1

that if they are too large, a great

deal besides truly digested m’atter

yr ill ily off, ilnd weaken ' <the body,:

and if they are too much straight-

ened, there will not be 'sufficient

room for that which ought do pass.

Now every thing which puts any

stress upon the nerves, straightens

the excretory pores, which are

formed by the manifold convolu-

tions of their extremities. Tor

the whole nervous system is like

a piece of ’net-'work, where one

thread is so weaved with- another,

that if one exlremby ig< pulled, the

motion will .be continued through

the whole. When .therefore- any

one part, of the body ^ afflicted

with acute pain, the whole becomes
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so much affected by it, that , the

aerves will every where be drawn

straighter, and thereby the excre-

toryjpassages lessened, and conse-

quently. a i less discharge of the

perspirable matter made at that

time, than is usual and needful.

Hard labour likewise, or any vio-

lent exercise, has the feme effect

as pain, ftrid for the satne reason,

with this difference only, that ex-

ercise, by the actions and attritions

of the fniTscles, as it straightens

the ‘jUssages, so it also, at the satne

tiih'e. breaks the
'
perspirable mat-

ter srhalleT, and renders it thereby

more passable
;

which pain does

not without a fever. Quincy.
tv tin .a V

A PH. L.
»ifl03‘. * Jr; 7/ Jiio •uuijv l

NY externa) cold

though never so

small in the time

of sleep, hiwders

perspiration.
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Explanation. — Sleep is so

necessary for n right perspira-

tion, (as appears frbm what has

been said under Aphor. 20,) that

if it be disturbed at that time,

the ill effects of it are the rrjore

discernable ; and that easy relax-

ation the nerves are under dur-

ing-

sleep, makes them more sen-

sible of external cold, which acting

upon them as a stimulus, con-

tracts them, straightens the cu-

taueous pores, and so hinders

transpiration. Indeed the whole

business of sleep, as to its ser-

vice in the animal economy
,
seems

to be nothing else but to favour

the admission of fresh supplies

of spirits to the nerves, and the

letting out what is become use-

less bv transpiration, neither of

which can so well be performed

in a state of contradiction, which

they always are in when awake.

A s soon therefore as the old stock
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is gone off, and they are supplied

with fresh juices from the blood,

by the secretion made in the brain,

there seems to be no further need

of sleep, nor is it possible, almost

to continue it longer without the

help of medicines. Hence may
be deduced the reasons, why
sleeping soon after a meal, en-

clines people to be fat and corpu-

lent
;

which is, because letting

the nerves into such a relaxed

state upon a full stomach, gives

liberty to a greater derivation of

nutritious juices into the habit of

the body, than nature requires,

and that too before the supply of

a former meal has finished its

circulations, and is broke small

enough to pass off through its

proper outlets, and make room
for a new one.

Quincy.
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A PH. LI.

NE of the most

common Hindran-

ces of perspiration

in summer time, is

frequent tossing a-

bout in bed.

Explanation—Because such

restless motions prevent that re-

laxation which quiet sleep in-

dulges, and is necessary for a

due perspiration.

Quincy.

APH. LII.

HERE are three in-

ternal causes which

hinder perspiration;

nature’s being em-

ployed another way,

diversion, and a

decay of spirits.
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Explanation.— By nature’s

being employed another way,

must be understood, either by

some stress laid upon some par-

ticular part, as in pain, or upon

a full stomach, which contracts

the nerves, and hinders perspira-

tion as above mentioned
;

or by

an encrease of the sensible dis-

charges, which has the same

effect, by diverting the matter an-

other way, and cutting oft’ its

supplies. The term in itself is

very obscure, although frequently

made use of. By diversion is

the enlargement of some other

evacuation. A decay of spirits,

from what cause soever, cannot

but lessen perspiration, because

the invigoration and force of the

solids, upon which perspiration

necessarily depends, is by that

means destroyed
;

for the elas-

ticity of the fibres arises from a

due supply of a convenient fluid,
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which we commonly call animal

spirits
,
of which whensoever they

are defrauded, they become un-

fit for motion.

Quincy

APH. LIII.

^\0 this purpose it ap-

pears upon weigh-

ing, that during

the operation of a

medicine, and after

repast, for the space

of three hours together, there is

but very little perspiration. For

in the operation of a medicine,

nature is employed in the sensi-

ble evacuations.; and after eating,

in digestion.

Explanation.—In this Aph-

orism, again, the proposition is

true, and easily demonstrable ;

but the reason for it given, none
I t
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at all. The word nature here

being so general and complex,

that no distinct idea can be fixed

to it, and instead of giving any

notion of a mechanical proce-

dure, which in such matters al-

ways ought to be kept up to, it

leaves the reader altogether in

obscurity
;

it has been observed

before, that the encrease of one

evacuation much lessen another ;

and the reason is, both because

by how much more one abounds,

by so much the less matter will

there be to supply the other
;
and

because the same fluid cannot

move in different directions at the

same time
$

for all the animal

juices may be looked upon in

this case, as a contiguous collec-

tion of any fluid in any compres-

sible vessel, with outlets of dif-

ferent diameters in several parts

of it
; wherein it is well known,

I
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that an equal and uniform pres-

sure on all sides, will force out

the fluid through all its outlets,

and that both its quantity and ve-

locity will be determined by the

diameter of each orifice ; that if

the diameters of the orifice are

on all sides shortened at once,

and the pressure remains the

same, the quantities forced out

will be lessened, and their velo-

cities encreased
;

that if their

diameters are lengthened, e con-

tra ; that if one orifice is only

straightened, the velocities and

quantities passing at the other,

will be encreased. And conse-

quently, that if it be made wider,

the quantities discharged by the

rest, decreased. When there-

fore either the discharges by stool

or urine are larger than usual, it

is no wonder that perspiration is

less. That a full stomach should

(> also hinder it
j

because during

. ...
•' §
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that additional weight, the nerves

are drawn straighter, and their

excretory passages made less, n
and therefore until digestion is

perfected in the first passages,

that is, until the load is removed

out of the stomach, and more

equally distributed, so as not much ^
to be perceived as a weight; un- «/\

til all this, I say, is done, the per- -

spirable matter, for the reason

before given, must very much be

obstructed. This Explanation

proves the following.

Quincy.

A PH. LIY.

%
I 2

N a looseness and

vomiting, perspir-

ation is hindered,

because the mat-

ter is diverted an-

other way.
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A P II. L V.

00 thick apparel

hinders perspiration,

by wasting the

spirits.

Explanation.—That is by

suppling and relaxing the fibres

too much, they lose that firmness

which is necessary to a good di-

gestion. There can hardly there-

fore be any greater error com-

mitted, than for weak people to

load themselves with garments,

which is very customary
;

and

to do it, as they say, to avoid

catching cold, is the only way to

expose themselves to be disor-

dered thereby. Whatsoever means

are used, there can never be ob-

tained a firm lasting health, al-

though in the best constitution in
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the world, as long as this is prac-

tised ; although indeed where any

have had the misfortue to be thus

ill advised, it is by no means to

be left off’ at once, but gradually

to be brought about. And then

in hot seasons, when bathings

sometimes should be used in cold

water, in order to harden the

fibres, and give a firmness to the

body, against the approaches of

the following winter. Moderate

exercise is also very serviceable

to this purpose, as it helps to

break the perspirable matter smal- ^
ler, and thereby render it more ca-

pable of passing through straight- -
er pores. The many ill conse-

quences of keeping the body too

tender, may be met with in seve-

ral late writers, as likewise the

vast advantages which arise from
a cold hardy regimen . See Sir

John Floyer on Cold, Bathing,

l 3
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Explanation .—For the reason

why the least quantity goes off

by perspiration* in the hours after

eating, see Explanation, Aph. 53

102 Medicina Statica. Sect. 1

with Dr BaynarcFs Letters ;

Mr Fuller's Medicina Gymnas-
tica

,
and Wainwfight on the

A071-naturals. ’>'
•

Quincy,
l .food# jdguovi oj

A P H. L Y li

1 hi nods aatnilamoe

HE body does not

perspire at all tinie9

alike, for in the

first five hours afi*

ter eating, there

wastes about one

pound
;

the next seven hours,’

about three pounds
;

ami from

the twelfth to the sixteenth (at

which time there will be need of

a fresh supply) hardly half a
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above. After digestion is per-

fected in the stomach and guts,

which commonly happens in four

or five hours time, perspiration is

the largest, because- the supply of

the last meal for the greatest part

lies then ready for expulsion,

which after a few hours again

decreases, and makes it necessary

to recruit by a fresh meal.

Quincy.

A PH. L V 1 1.

\ F they who feed or

,
purge in the hours

when they should

most perspire,

which are those in

the morning, are

very much the worse for it, be-

cause thereby they hinder per-

spiration.

jJk J' .'b

iY Explanation.— Flow both

jY feeding and purging hinder per-
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spiration, appears from Explana-

tion to Aph. 53, above. They
therefore who consider of what

consequence a due perspiration is,

i will be wary how they disturb

it.

Quincy.

nis'"i- riuoil v/ I x\ i-ijln iitiitiv/

A PH. LV III.

(O'

imperceptible per-

spiration lightens

the body more than

all the sensible eva-

cuations together-;

fat after sleep every

one may perceive himself lighter,

without any of the sensible secre-

tions, because he really is so, by

about three pounds.
spun

Explanation.— The whole of ,-y

s will appear from Aph. 4, 5, S?this will appear

and (i, above.

lltod 70 r
J *

? ns i tiiriiii ‘‘Hi If
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A PH. LIX.

IXTEEN ounces of

XXy\ ĴJ ur ' ne is generally

evacuated in the

space of one night;

four ounces by

stool, and forty

ounces and upwards by perspira-

tion.

A PH. LX.

HERE is as much
carried off by insen-

sible perspiration

in the space of a

natural day, as by

stool in the course

of five days.

Explanation.— It appears

from the three preceding Apho-
risms, that the quantity wasted ^
by insensible perspiration in the 's?
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space of a day, is double the

quantity of all the other evacua-

tions, together, and ten times as

much as goes off by stool in the

same time. Whence may be

collected the vast advantages and

disadvantages that may arise from

this discharge. In case of a ple-

thora ,
and too great a fulness,

either by a debauch, or by taking

cold, where it has gone so far as

to destroy the due constitution of

the fluids, and is to be remedied

by simple evacuation, nothing can

be so effectual as to do it this

way, both as to answer the end

with certainty, and little hazard,

where it can conveniently be pro-

cured. Discharge by urine or

stool cannot be had in any con-

siderable quantities, but by such

means as irritate and disorder

much the solids, and occasion

such great derivations of the li-

quidum nervosum into the bowels
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and parts stimulated, that the

muscles are not able to sustain

their proper offices, but grow
^

languid and faint, and to draw

away the blood itself by phleho- a)

tomy,
the consequences are un-

certain, all the secretions both as

to their quantities and qualities, /y

being liable to be altered thereby,
^

the remaining mass, by having

more room, being subject to gen-

erate new cohesions, and coalesce

into corpuscles of a new sort’;

whether for the better or worse

no body can tell, but from the

consequences. The drawing it

off likewise in any large quan-

tity at once, so much affects and
alters the contractive or elastic

powers of the vessels, as to pro-

duce syncope s, and occasion very

great disorders
; for an account

of which at large, see Bellmi de
Misstone Sanyuinis. But to

evacuate by insensible perspira-
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tion is attended with none of those

difficulties, that being affected

only by easy and steady contrac-

tions of the solids, and prevent-

ing, that at the same time there

be anv pains or uneasinesses

which may straighten the secre-

tory passages, or too great a de-

gree of external cold. And as

the ill consequences of a ple-

thora are advanced, so the means

to encrease the contractions of

the solids, and keep open the cu-

taneous passages, are to be in-

tended or remitted ; at some

times an encrease onl) of exter-

nal warmth by clothes are suf-

ficient, but at others perhaps

there may be needful very warm
stimulating medicines, such as

are commonly called diaphoretics

;

and of vomiting likewise, if no-

thing forbids, which wonderfully

assists this evacuation, by the

exercise it gives to all the mus-
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cles, and breaking thereby the

cohesions of the fluids, and ren-

dering them small enough to get

out at the surface of the body.

But the advantages of this evac-

uation in several cases more par-

ticularly appears, when we come

to consider, what great quanti-

ties are drawn ofl this way, to

what may be done by any of the

other discharges, and how it more

immediately relieves the distend-

ed vessels
;
but hence also will

appear the danger of doing any

thing to promote this evacuation

beyond measure, in any wasting

consumptive cases. For if ten

times as much goes off this way
as by stool, then ten times as

much discharged by stool than

what is usual, will weaken a per-

son no more than doubling the

quantity perspired
;

nay, if we
take into consideration, that the

perspirable matter is more imme-
K
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mediately derived from the blood,

and never can be much encreased,

but that it will, carry oft with it

a great deal of the nutritious and

useful juicefe
;
and that what is

voided by stool, i is nothing but

the useless parts of our food,

the difference will appear much
greater, and make the loss sus-

tained by a doubled perspiration,

as great as that which is occa-

sioned by a discharge of near

twenty times as much as is usual

by stool.

Quincy.
• i.r.fti57/ -no ‘ft ,•> -’gfiafti hnovod

APH. LXJ.

S HAT must then

be thought of

those physicians,

who in all man-

ner of distem-

pers, have re-

gard only to what is evacuated by
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stool and urine, and never take

any notice of the discharges by

insensible perspiration.

jeri .mo’-' tv btiR elriiue io dooje

A PH. LX 1 1.

'

,d:l; d io 6W& 33

n MEN perspira-

gh ) tion is, during S

|vT
,

the night, larger

^ than usual, but

without sweat

anti utftasifu; esses,

it is a sure sign of perfect health.
ji *!/'» »» ^i j^iTTwJcu/ o y ,v

Explanation .—There are none

of the evacuations that the same

can be said of beside^, ^fmr an
C

,tpicrease in any of them is always

j£)
either critical of some distemper,

or else brings one. But -this on-

ly by a fuller meal, or drinking

more than ordinary, or after

watching Jouger than usual, in

good, constitutions is frequently

ejicreased, and so far from being



^
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ft attended with any ill consequences,

<£) that the body is much benefited

thereby, and receives a greater

stock of spirits and vigour. But

it is thus only where there is a

perfect state of health.

Quincy.

A PH. LX III.
Jllv

HE body is then

most free from a

po * distemper, when it

is in the mean of

ahealtmul standard,

not by any spon-

taneous or medical evacuations,

or by abstinence, but by the means

only of such insensible perspira-

tion as goes off in sleep, after a

perfect digestion.

Explanation .— It is not to be

supposed, that a body cannot gain

or lose a little of its weight, with-
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out falling into a distemper ;

therefore all that latitude of al-

teration a body is capable of un-

dergoing with respect to its

weight without being distemper-

ed, is called by Sanctorius here,

and in several places of his Aph-
orisms, a healthful standard ;

the greatest weight it is capable

of, is its greatest healthful stan-

dard
, and its least, the loicest

standard, and between both, the

mean, or middle healthful stan-

dard

;

and all these are different,

at different ages and seasons, as

will hereafter further appear.

Quincy.

A PH. LX IV.

ow much is ne-

nessary for every

one to perspire,

in order to pre-

serve a state of

k 3

perfect health,

•I
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may thus be known : Take no-

tice, in the morning following a

plentiful supper, of the greatest

quantity that perspires in the space

of twelve hours
;
suppose it be

fifty ounces
;
some other morn-

ing observe the same, after eating

no supper, (provided there was
no excess in the former day’s

dinner) which suppose to be

twenty ounces. Then choose

such a settled quantity of food,

and keep to such a use of the

non-naturals, as will bring the

quantity perspired to a mean be-

tween fifty and twenty ounces,

which is thirty-five ounces ;
and

by this means may a person be

brought to such a perfect stan-

dard of health as will last to a

hundred years.

Explanation. —This I believe

will be thought too troublesome

ever to be put in practise ; and
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if it should, it would be no cer-

tain rule, because some meats

go off' much more by perspira-

tion than others, as we shall find

hereafter in the Third Section.

So that to keep rigidly to the

same quantity in all meats, would

sometimes underdo, and at others

overcharge the body
;

according

as they are more or less perspir-

able, or nourishing. And for a

person to go through the experi-

ment, with all the kinds of his

food, to find the several quanti-

ties necessary to keep this stan-

dard, would be a task that very

few would care for, as hardly to

be rewarded by the largest en-

joyments of this life.
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VEN those men

f
'(Si ) who are in a per-

f°ct state htjujth,

(
and observe the

\ 'o V ^ 777 ,

utmost moderation

in living, once a

month encrease beyond their u-

sual weight, to the quantity of

one or two pounds
;
and at the

month’s end, return again to their

usual standard, in the same man-

ner as women do ;
but then by

a critical discharge of urine, it

being either encreased in its quan-

tity, or more turbid.

EFORE the afore-

said crisis happens,

there is felt a hea-

viness in the head,

and a lassitude over

the body, which
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symptoms are afterwards re-

moved.

*mjo jfr. 'iVi 1* izsnu > vt

Explanation.

—

The contents

of these two Aphorisms are of

the greatest importance to be

thoroughly acquainted with, not-

withstanding which they are sel-

dom talked of, and less under-

stood. That women undergo

such changes is taken notice of

by every one. But they only

who truly understand the reasons

of it, are also apprised of the

like alterations in men. The
histories of diseases frequently

take notice of distempers return-

ing at certain periods arid ages

of the moon
;
and some of them

such as plainly have their imme-

diate rise from a plethora
,
or too

great a fulness
;

the story of a

periodical haemorrhage, a man
had at his thumb

,
in the Philoso-

phical Transactions, is very no-
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torius, and almost every one, but

indifferently conversant in physi-

cal practice
,
must have at one-

time or other met with cases of

the like nature
;

hut nothing is

mpre frequent than epileptic symp-

toms and pains in the head
;
of

the latter, 1 no\y know a very

remarkable instance iu one be-

tween thirty and forty years of

age, who for some years toge-

ther lias not missed one. month
having a very sharp lit of the

headache, attended with a small

fever ; every parpxysm is pre-

ceded by a heaviness in the whole

body, a general lassitude, a decay

of appetite, and sometimes slight

rigors, aud goe9 off' by sweat

;

if at any time a diarrhcea has

happened, especially a little be-

fore the attack, it always pro-

longs the intervals between the

fits. Bleeding also has done the

All which very plainlysame.

&
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proves a periodical encrease of

the bulk of the body, and that

the overcharge is thrown off by

those short fevers, Hut how such

derstood, without knowing how

by the external air, and its chan-

ges, and how that too is influen-

ced by the revolutions of the

heavenly bodies
;

but to enter

into a rationale of those matters

here, would be of too great a

length, I shall therefore only re-

commend the reader, for a full

satisfaction herein, to consult Dr.

Mead
,
Be lmperio Solis ac Lu-

nas in lhrpora humana ; and Dr.

Friend's Fnimenologia, where
these matters are treated in a way
truly mechanical and demonstra-

tive.

encrease is made cannot

the animal economy is affected

Quincy,
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A PH. LX VII.

XTERNAL causes

which are wont to

hinder perspiration

are the cold air,

and that which is

damp and foggy.;

swimming in cold water ;
a too

gross and viscid food ; an inter-

mission of usual exercise, and

disuse of venery.

Explanation.—rCold air and

swimming in cold water, may
be so managed, as in spine cir-

cumstances and constitutions to

promote perspiration; as it is

very well known in cold bathing,

and likewise, that robust athletic

bodies perspire most in a cold

clear air. It is therefore here to be

understood, by exposing the body

beyond what is usual to the air,
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and staying too long in cold wa-

ter, and going into it at impro-

per seasons, and without due per-

spiration. A damp foggy air

cannot but be prejudicial to per-

spiration, for a great many rea-

sons
;

its elasticity being much
weakened, those particles which

mix with the blood will not be

able sufficiently to elevate and

distend its globules, upon which

they run into closer contacts with

cme another, and occasion stronger

cohesions than are agreeable to

the purposes that fluid is designed

for, and render it too sizy to part

with a sufficient quantity for per-

spiration. It relaxes also and sup-

plies the fibres of the body, and
hangs so much upon the cutan-

eous pores, that the weakened
contractions of the vessels are

not able to carry on the fluids

with force enough to break thor-

6-
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ough those obstructions. Too
viscid a food has the same effect,

by rendering the juices too thick

for perspiration
;

as. also has an

intermission of usual exercise,

because thereby the blood wants

those motions and attritions as

are necessary to break it small

enough to exhale through the

skin. The consequences of an

excess or disuse of venery, we
shall see in the Sixth Section.

Qni)U%

APE L X V 1 1 1.

XTERNAL cold

hinders perspira-

tion in weak peo-

ple, because their

natural heat is dis-

sipated
;

but in

robust, it encreases it
j

for there-

by the heat being drove to the

centre, is doubled, and so nature
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owing to a want of a right ap-

plication to the proper principles

of knowledge in such matters,

and by not keeping the mind

steady to that evident and de-

monstrative procedure by which

all physical agents operate. And
without knowing the mechanism

of the solids, it is not very likely

that a person should ever under-

stand much of the natures and

properties of the thiids, and a-

mongst others, the real causes of

that heat, which is more espec-

ially sensible in the blood. That

heat then which is commonly

called natural, or vital heat ,
is

nothing else than a due circnla-

tion of a peculiar fluid ; for no-

thing is more plain than that

its encrease and decrease are al-

ways as the different velocities

of the blood. If then the veloc-

ity of the blood is as the force

of the contracting vessels, which
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is easy to be proved, then the

smarter and stronger those ves-

sels contract themselves, the

greater will always be the vital

heat, and e contra . Now why
cold invigorates the contractions

and vibrations of the vessels in

those who are strong, and weakens

it in such as are tender, is, be-

cause it both lays a greater

weight upon th em, and acts like-

wise, as has been before men-

tioned, as a stimulus. For when-

ever we have a greater sense of

cold from the circumambient air,

the barometers will prove the at-

mospherical pressure at that time

to be encreased \ and that water

is still heavier, and presses more

upon the immersed body, is not

to be disputed. A greater pres-

sure therefore upon the vessels

ab extra
, especially when accom-

panied with a stimulus, cannot

but assist them in their contract ^
l 3 ^
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f r f
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tions, arid carry on the faster the

circulating fluid, 'arid consequently

Cncrease that heat which is a ne-

cessary effect of such motion

;

but if’ the fibres which constitute

those vessels are weak, that is,

have so much lost their springs,

as not to be able to return with a

quickness and strength equal to

that of their contractions, then

the vessels will, by any such

cause, be only lessened in their

capacities, and the blood by meet-

ing with greater resistances, be

retarded in its motion, and con-

sequently the vital heat will be

decreased. Now perspiration,

that is, the quantity perspired,

being coeteris paribus in propor-

tion always to the vital heat
*
(is

here explained) it lollbws oFcbtt-

sequence, that whatsoever eri-

creases or diminishes the one,

will likewise have the same ef-

fect upon the dtlieri Wheh there-!

k*&k^<
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fore by any external cold, whe-

ther by the air, or bathing, the

vital heat is encreased, perspira-

tion will therefore be promoted
;

and when the heat is lessened,

perspiration will be so too.

variations of the standard of

weight cannot be so well as keep-

ing to a settled one, because such

changes must needs in some mea-

sure disturb the animal functions,

and put the constitution into dis-

Quincy.

A PH. LX IX.
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order, by sometimes overcharge

ing and straining its springs, and

at others, by defrauding some of

the parts of their due supplies.

Quincy.

.«*: J Oc • '] ! *t »K Jiijifl :V>.|

A PH. LX X.

O return to the

usual standard by

an addition of in-

digested juices, is

bad
;

but by what

is well digested,

healthful.

Explanation

.

— See A phorism

44 and 45 of this Section.
1

' r . ), ! <

A PH. LX XI.

or a person to lose

of his weight with

r the same way of

1 living, is bad •*. For

in the room of that

healthful substance

56*1 && ^
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which is wasted, there is made

no supply.

“>ii < :* « in -di

Explanation .—This is an un-

doubted truth, as to the first part

especially, though it be a case

that can be seldom observed to
- * • J T ' - • -

happen. And the latter part,

where it is said, them is made
no supply, ought to be under-

stood with restriction, and sup-

posed that an insufficient supply

only has been made. The con-

sequences and remedies in this

circumstance are too obvious to

want any particular directions

about them. Quincy.

APH. LX XII.

HE excrements of

the guts which are

well digested, are

large in bulk, but

of small weight

;

they swim becau;
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of the included air, and what is

ejected at once, seldom exceeds

the third of a pound.

Explanation .—That is, they

are specifically very light, and

of consequence very porous, and

full of air, which makes them

emerge in fluids of greater spe-

cific yravities. And their light-

ness arises from the straining all

the more weighty parts into finer

passages for further uses in the

body, which cannot be done but

by a good digestion, those par-

ticles which have more bulk and

less matter, being thrown out by

the larger outlets in excrement.

Quincy.
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A I H. LX XI I I.

F through any error

a pound of per-

spirable matter is

detained in one

day, nature'is gen-

erally three days

in discharging it.

Explanation.— Which is

commonly found true by exper-

ience
;

for upon taking cold, as

it is usually called, which is no-

thing else but a lessened perspir-

ation, as explained under Apho-

rism 6 of this Section, it is sel-

dom less than three days before

the inconveniences arising from

it are removed
;
and by that time

the body either gets quite rid of

them, or is seized with the usual

symptoms of an acute fever, of

which, unless immediately re-

moved by some evacuation that
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carries off the overcharge, no body

can see the consequences.

Qujncy.

APH. L X X I V.

u^b
GRRAT deal is in-

sensibly discharg-

ed, when nature

endeavours to get

rid of the retained

perspirable mat-

ter, by yawning and stretching

of the limbs.

Explanation.— These a per-

son is most enclined to just

i^lter sleep, aud the reason is, be-

cause during sleep, a greater

quantity going off by the pores

of the skin, than at other times,

whensoever a person wakes, the

encreased contraction that then

happens, closes a great deal of

the perspirable matter in the cu-

taneous passages, which will con-
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tinually give such little irritations,

as excite yawning and stretching
;

and such motions, by shaking

the membranes of the whole body,

and shifting the contacts of their

fibres and the enclosed matter,

by degrees throw it off. Hence

we see the reason why healthful

strong people are most enclined

to such motions, because they

* perspire most in time of sleep,

and therefore have more of the

perspirable matter to lodge in

the pores, and greater irritations

thereunto.

I cannot easily pass by here,

the vast advantages of some lit-

tle exercises just after waking
in the morning. At that time

by the quantity which is gone off

during sleep, the body is much
emptied and lessened, and all the

fibres invigorated with a fresh

stock of spirits
; that firmness

therefore and due tension of the

M
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solids which are so necessary to

a good state of health, are then

most easy to he obtained, because

the fibres at that time may most

Conveniently be drawn up and

hardened, by any such means as

gently contracts them, and at the

same time shakes oft’ their gross-

est and most useless moistures.

Now that exercise does contract

the solids, nothing is more mani-

fest, and therefore nothing can

be of greater service than to use

it at these times. But such is

the best, as gives a gentle mo-

tion to all the parts, especially

the membranes and cutaneous

fibres ;
and this can be effected

no surer way that I know of, than

by the flesh-brush ; which ought

to be used just before rising and

putting on any clothes
;

and if

now and then the person would

leap about, and stretch his arms

on all sides, with weights in each
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hand, it would wonderfully assist

those good ends which are to be

procured hereby. By this means

all that matter which is digested

enough for perspiration, would

be drawn out, and the solids have

no manner of weight left upon

them but the necessary fluids, by

which they would be enabled to

perform their offices with ease

and vigour, and as in a clock or

watch uew cleaned, the several

motions of the whole machine

would go on with great regular-

ity. See Aphorism 31 , Section

4 . Quincy.

A PH. LX X,V.

erspirable matter

is of two sorts, a

lighterand heavier.

m 2
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LXXVI.
K .ydtmd lum>onq
HE heavier part

coalesces together,

in its going oh', in

such manner as to

produce animals
;

such as ticks, lice.

and the like.

Explanation.—That the thick-

er part may lodge and adhere so

much upon the surface of the

body, as to afford such creatures

nourishment, is not very unlikely ;

but that they are produced from

this matter without animal par-

ents, is a mistake, as is easy to

prove. The most effectual way
to keep clear of such inhabitants,

is to use the methods prescribed

in Explanation to Aphorism 34.

Quincy.
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APH. LXXYII.

ROM the grosser

part proceeds con-

tagious diseasesO
amongst such as

lye together
;

for

the lighter flies

away, and the heavier part gives

the infection.

Explanation .— It is very likely

to be thus in the propagation of

cutaneous diseases, as the itch ,

which perhaps may be infectious

only by contact and lying toge-

ther, and may be occasioned by

the heavier part of the perspir-

able matter lodging upon the

skin. But it is likewise certain,

that the infection of some diseases

may be communicated by subtle

particles that fly off, and are ef-

ficacious at a very considerable

distance. Quincy.

m 3
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A PH. LX X VIII.

~Qj\0 those who have

f) the perspirable mat-

ter obstructed in

very hot weather,

it is very trouble-

some. But to those

who freely perspire their due

quantity, the heat is not uneasy.

Explanation .— Because the

obstructed matter not only en-

creases the weight, but also at

such seasons is apt to raise pre-

ternatural ferments, aud occasions

putrefactions
;

or at least, to con-

tract such qualities during its

stagnation, as may render it irri-

tating and troublesome
;

all which

inconveniences are prevented,

when the perspirable matter, as

soon as made, llies otf.

Quincy.
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A PH. LX XIX.

HE greatest health-

ful standard the

body is capable of,

differs from the

least, as it more

hastens old age.

Suppose one enjoys perfect health

at two hundred, equally with an-

other of five pounds more
; the

,

excess of the latter has been ob-

served to hasten old age five times

as fast.

Explanation.— It is certain,

that the greater fulness there is,

although not so great as imme-
diately to bring on a distemper,

the soouer will the solids lose

their springs, and wear out, hav-

ing by that means more labour

to circulate and digest the fluids,

than where by a temperate and
sparing way of living, a person
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always keeps to the lowest health-

ful standard.

Quincy.

APH. LX XX.

HYdoes animated

flesh live, and not

putrify and die ?

Because it is

dailv renewed.
J

Why may chil-

dren live longer than old persons ?

Because they may be oftener re-

newed, from the lowest standard

of weight to the greatest. For

they are capable of more weights

than are healthful. Why do

most old people of necessity die ?

Because they arrive to the only

last healthful standard that they

are capable of. But why to the

last only ? Because their fibres

are grown hard, and such as
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possibly cannot bo renewed
;

whence proceeds death* -*

ExPLANATiON.--The contin-

ual motions that the animal fluids

have impressed upon them by the

contractile vessels, prevents their

falling into such intestine motions

of themselves as tend to putre-

faction
;

as we find it happens to

all circulating liquors. But as

soon as this motion ceases, which

it must needs do, when the solids

no longer continue their impulses,

as in death, then as all hetero-

geneous fluids always will do,

they will obey the natural gravi-

ties and attractions, under the

power of which there is brought

about such a change in the mass
as is called putrefaction. What
is meant by different healthful

standards and their changes, has

been already explained, Aphor.

03, above. Old persons die be-
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cause their solids are quite worn

out, that is, they have so far lost

their textures, as not to admit

any further supplies of such juices

as are necessary to keep them in

motion. As when the principal

wheels of a clock are worn out,

and they are capable no longer

either of moving others, or be-

mg' moved themselves, it is ne-

cessary that the whole machine

must stand still.

Quincy.

A P H. L X X X I.

Ml

. m er.

do those

who are seized

with obstinate

distempers, re-

cover ? Because

they are capable

of enjoying health under several

weights, some persons have lost

in a distemper thirty pounds,

more or less, according to the
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greater or lesser repletion, as be-

fore, and as the distemper has

been more or less enflained or

protracted.

Explanation. — The reason

here given is but a very obscure

one
;

that the body is capable of

encrease or waste is most cer-

tain, without bringing death, but

it sounds very odd to say, that is

the reason why a sick person does

not die. When a person recovers

from a distemper, it is because

the cause of that distemper is

removed before any of the prin-

cipal parts are broke, or worn out

and stand still, but even before

that is done, sometimes in fevers,

particularly by the acceleration

of the motions of all the parts,

there is so much substance worn
away, as to lighten the body by

a great many pouuds, and vastly

diminish its apparent bulk
;
and
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such waste frequently liappens

where the person recovers, and

is more or less, according as the

disease is raised or continued.

ADDED BY THE

. LXXXIJ.

LD persons by fre-

quent spitting, pro-

tract their lives
;

for if what they

spit was retained,

it being incapable
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of digestion, \rould hinder per-

spiration, from whence would en-

sue suffocation and death.

Ifttb i> Mwi 1 !

Explanation .— It would he in-

capable of digestion by such aged

persons, because their solids have

very much lost their springs and

force of contraction, upon which

digestion depends ; and therefore

it must needs lodge in great quan-

tities in the air-vessels, and parts

about the lungs, insomuch as if

in time it is not thrown olf and

brought away by coughing and
spitting, it will entirely destroy

respiration
;
whence death. But

if by accident in young people

whose lungs are sound, there

happens to be any obstruction of

the perspirable matter there, we
often find that it is brought to

digestion, and cleared away
; and

a due perspiration of that part

again restored.

N
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tity perspired by the lungs and

parts leading from them, as 1 to

10. But Dr Lister a great deal

and others of weak and had di-

gestion, such discharge this way
is hindered, it is necessary that

spitting, or else very great in-

juries must ensue, if not death.

Hence may he collected the pro-

perest methods of treating those

who are diseased, if there is not

a mala cotfurmatio, or an ab-

solute corruption of some of the

substance of the lungs
;

which

is first to bring away the ob-

structed matter by pectorals and

such means as have been found

to discharge this way
;
and then

so to harden and restore the con-

stitution, that the perspirable mat-

ter may be better digested for

future, and carried oft’ without

more
;

if then in old people,

it be brought away by cough and
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any such stoppage
;

but because

the latter is not practicable with

old people, who are much worn
out, they must be contented only ^
with the benefit of the former.

Quincy.

A PH. LXXXIII.

LD age may truly

be reckoned a dis-

temper, but it may
be long- protracted

if the body per-

spires well.

ENERY destroys

those who are

ancient, as also

an actual cold-

ness ot the body,

immoderatedrink-

ing and eating like young peo-

n 2
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pie, passionate anger, and too

much exercise.

Explanation.— All these

accelerate the motions of the

several parts of the animal ma-
chine, more than the weakened
and decayed springs of old age

can admit of, without consider-

able damage.

Quincy.

A PH. L X X X V.

LD people fail of

reaching to a long

decrepid old age,

because of the de-

cay of their excre-

tory organs; whence

they discharge uot so much by

urine as they drink, and perspire

less than usual
;

the only remedy

is to adjust as near as can be,

the evacuations to the quantities

taken in.
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Explanation*—In very old

people the muscles and solid

parts at the greatest distances

from the heart and brain decay

first, because those two principal

instruments of motion themselves

grow too weak and languid to

propel the proper fluids into them,

and erivigorate them, in order to

the performance of their respec-

tive functions
;

ancf therefore the

proper discharges by them are

hindered, before the stomach loses

its power of digestion
;

the only

remedy, or rather preventative, is

a sparing light diet, and promot-

ing evacuation sometimes by gen-

tle cathartics.
-

. ! i

Quincy.

3
7; .7;. fn 3
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A PH. LXXXYI,

total stoppage

of perspiration,

not only of the

principal parts,

but also of the

remotest, cer-

tainly brings death
;

of the prin-

cipal parts, as the brain, it pro-

duces an apoplexy
;

in the heart,

palpitation
;

in the liver, too much
blood

;
in the womb, suffocation

;

and in the lower parts, a gan-

grene.

Explanation.

—

The disor-

ders herein mentioned, arise fre-

quently without any injury im-

mediately in the part itself, but

from a general hinderance of per-

spiration, and several othercauses,

too long here to enter into, it

is very plain, that Sanctorius was

here in the dark, in not being
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1

acquainted with the circulations

of the animal fluids, and that

mechanism by which any parties

lar part may be distempered from

a foreign cause.

Quincy.

API! L X X X V I.

HE suffocations of

women do not pro-

ceed from a pres-

sure of the womb
against the dia-

phragm, but from

an actual coldness of a corrupted

semen.

Explanation .— This is built

upon a mistake of a semen in

women, which latter discoveries

in anatomy have better informed

us about. The distemper here

spoke of actually arises from

some irritations aud disorders of
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the nerves in that part, which by
their communication and consent

with others, carry the malady
further, as it happens in all con-

vulsive cases.

Quincy.

A PH. LX XXV III.

RUMOURS of

7 gouty people, even

( <T
the rnost thick,

are carr* e(l °ff on_

ly hy perspiration.

.

Explanation .—Because when
they are got so far into the ex-

treme parts, they are not easily

brought back into any other e-

munctory.

Quincy
i» Xll'.oinl 1:>J JM* VilJi.Vl.OB flf
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A PH. LX XXIX.
».

vomiting diverts

urine and per-

spiration.

Explanation. — Because it

makes a revulsion of the hu-

mours, and diverts the usual sup-

ply of those evacuations. But

this is to be understood only of

such vomiting-

as arises from a

weakness and disorder of the

stomach, by which it cannot re-

tain its food, but throws it up again

before digestion. For vomiting

may be so ordered in several

cases, as to promote perspiration,

when it has before been obstruct-

ed. The muscles and fibres of

the whole body are concerned in

its operation, and shook with such

lorce, as to conduce very much
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in dislodging whatsoever has been

retained, and fixed in the excre-

tory passages, and this is the

reason why it is of snch mighty
service in the beginning of a

fever from taking cold, for if it

be administered upon the first

attack, it is a great chance but it

breaks the encreasing lentor of

the juices, and expels their over-

charge by perspiration and sweat.

Mr. Fuller therefore, in his Me-
dicina Gymnastica , with a great

deal of reason, places vomiting

amongst those exercises of the

greatest efficacy.

Quincy.

A P H. X C.

Nfoilri ifpv ' Oi •’ ]

REQUENT turn-

ing in bed, so as to

exercise all the

muscles by it, wea-

kens the constitu-

tion, and lessens
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digestion and perspiration. The
best remedy is resolutely to keep

in the same posture.

Explanation .—Such restless

motions keep the nerves too con-

tracted to admit of that due per-

spiration which is best performed

in time of sleep
;

which must of

necessity weaken the body, by

the retension of a superfluous

load. But the remedy mentioned,

I am afraid, is hardly practicable.

Quincy.

A PH. XCI.

the knees are ac-

tually made warm,
the feet will be-

come so too
;
and

such will sleep well,

perspire plentifully,

but make less urine.

Explanation. —The circulat-
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ing blood will carry that warmth
which is occasioned in any parti-

cular part by external means, to

all other parts of the body, as

well as the feet
;

and likewise

slacken the fibres, which by what

has been said already, appears to

be conducive both to sleep and

perspiration
;

but it lessens the

quantity usually discharged by

urine, because, as was said be-

fore, the encrease of one per-

spiration necessarily lessens an-

other. See Aphor. 53 above,

and therefore for the same rea-

Quincy.sou.

,ui

'o'

APH. XC1I.
* l • * i I

«

1 » /

iiifl v
’

\

looseness may
be removed by

encreasing the

quantity which

is to be perspir-

ed, as it often

happens in bathing.
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Explanation .—There appears ^
to be a mighty consent between

the intestines and the outer skin
,

for we always find an encreased

discharge by one, to lessen that

of the other $ and nothing’ is more

common than a looseness upon

checking perspiration by exter-

nal cold, and therefore it must

needs be a very likely way to re-

move a looseness by encreasing

perspiration, which warm baths

cannot fail to do.

Quincy.

A PH. XCIII.

S a load-stone

armed with much
steel, and as a

larger vessel of

wine keeps its

strength best
;
so

the most weighty bodies better

preserve themselves in a vigor-

O
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$ v . t
^ ous health, than such as are sunk

with abstinence.

Explanation.— It was taken

notice of before, Aph. 36 above,

that the larger the body is in bulk,

arteris paribus, it is the stronger

;

and consequently better preserved

in a perfect health, because, the

better able to resist external in-

juries, and rightly tc perform the

vital functions.

As to the strength of a body,

the author of the New Theory

of Fevers has demonstrated in

Lemma 3, that, It is in different

animals of the same species, and

at different times in the same

animal, in a triplicate propor-

tion of the quantities of blood.

And it is certain, that the strength

of the same animal at all times

is as the force of all his muscles

taken together, which force is as

the quantity of blood, and its
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greater or lesser viscidity. For

Bellini in his forty-ninth Pro-

position, De Missions Sanguinis,

has proved at large, that in an

encreased quantity of blood it

may be so vitiated, as to impair

the strength. Therefore, in the

above-cited proportion, the blood

is to be taken only in a healthful

state ; for upon every diminution

of perspiration, the quantity of

blood will be encreased, but then

such encrease of blood is so far

from adding to the strength of

the body, that it lessens it, as

Sanctorius frequently takes no-

tice, and the difference lies here
;

an encreased quantity of health-

ful blood, gives a larger stock of

animal spirits to the solids than

it did before, (by Dr Waiawrights
eighteenth Proposition of Ani-

mal Secretion, before taken notice

of) and therefore adds to the

strength of the body. But an

o (2Si
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encreased quantity joined with

an encreased viscidity, will lessen

in proportion to that viscidity, the

small separable parts of the blood

;

and consequently the secretion

of a thin fluid to be performed

in the brain for the invigoration

of the solids, will be thereby les-

sened, and the strength impaired.

APH. XCIW

HEY who piss more

than they drink,

perspire little or no-

thing.

Explanation.—Because the

perspirable matter is diverted by

urine. And this may give a

caution to such who are fond of

the mineral waters, and such

courses as work much by urine.

For it is certain, that perspira-
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tion is thereby hindered, which

upon too long disuse may not be

very easy to be restored to its

natural state
;

for in time, not

only the excretory passages may,

for want of their usual attritions

and impulses, subdue, but like-

wise be very much obstructed by

too large an overcharge of a

mineral gross matter
;
which may

prove very difficult to remedy.

And considering perspiration is

the largest discharge, and of the

most importance of all the eva-

cuations for the preservation of

health, the greatest care possible

ought to be taken, that it be not

interrupted without unavoidable

necessity.

Quincy.
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a ph. xcy. roqn

j’u

HY is perspira-

tion hindered in

intermitting' fe-

vers ? Because

the peccant hu-

mours are in the

circumference of the body.

Explanation—What cause

soever disposes the blood to be

more viscid than natural, will

likewise hinder perspiration, by

obstructing the capillary vessels,

and the cutaneous passages
;

it

is demonstrated by Dr Wain-
wright, Propos. 1(1, of Animal
Secretion, that such glands,

whose compounding arteries are

most complicated, separate the

most viscid matter from the

blood. And by Dr James Keil,

on the same subject, Propos. 2,
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6, and 9 . That corpuscles which

are the slowest in uniting
-

,
have

the weakest attractive force, the

least solidity, and the most ex-

tended surfaces
;

but when uni-

ted, they cohere most strongly,

compose the most viscid fluids,

and therefore make the most vis-

cid secretions, and are separated

at the greatest distances from the

heart, where the sum of the ca-

vities of the arteries is greatest,

and the impetus of the blood

smallest
;

wherefore in all pre-

ternatural viscidities of the blood,

the extreme parts are mostly

overcharged with it, and there it

adheres until it occasions rigours,

and afterwards fevers. Now no-

thing is more plain, than that

the peccant humours in inter-

mitting fevers is the lentor, or

too great viscidity of the blood,

it causes see in Explanation to

Aphor, 67, above. But how CjP

™
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such a disposition occasions in-

termitting- fevers and agues,

would be of too great a length

here to enter into
;

I shall refer

the reader to Bellini de Febribus,

Propos. 18 and 19. Where he

will meet with a full and demon-

strative account of this matter.

Quincy

MV/A P H. X C V I.

N dropsies, the wa-

ter in the abdomen

does not pass r-

way, because it is

too gross and sizy

to perspire.

Explanation .— Another rea-

son likewise may be owing to

the ill constitution of the mem-
branes inclosing it, which at such

times must needs be flacid ami

pulpy, and thereby less porous.
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Their elasticity likewise being

much lost, there will be wanting

those usual vibrations which are

absolutely necessary for perspira-

tion
;

the tonic, or vibrating mo-

tions of the membranes being to

the included perspirable matter,

as the motion of a sieve to what

is designed to be shook through

it. And further, would it not

be too tedious here, it might eas-

ily be proved, that the membranes

themselves without motion, are

not porous enough to admit

through them the most subtle

steams whatsoever, and yet that

when moved in such a manner
as in a sound state of health, by

the continual shiftings of the po-

sitions and contacts of their con-

stituent fibres, there are openings

alternately made from one part

to another, large enough to let

through a very gross matter

;

which may remove all the dif-
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Acuities some make from experi-

ments, wherein their subtle fluids

will not pass membranous bodies,

which are known in life to let

through much grosser
;
and this

also cannot but evince, the neces-

sity of promoting1 and maintain-

ing those natural vibrations of

the solids by proper exercise.

Quincy.

A PII. xcvi;.

COLLECTION of

hot humours in

any part, ought

to be treated

with warm di-

gestives, in or-

der to render it perspirable. 7f

Explanation .—Therefore care

ought to be taken, that in inflam- (e

matory swellings, there be not '$)

too much tampering, as is custo- fill

mary, with cooling applications,
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%
because such will obstruct the cu-

taneous pores, thicken the collect-

ed matter, hinder the breathing

of the part, and encrease the in-

flammation unless by the

strength of nature, or purgative

medicines, there be made some

sudden revulsion, which in many
cases is not very safe to try.

Quincy.

A PH. XCVIII.

N high fevers, faint-

ing proves service-

able, because it helps

sweat and perspira-

tion.

Explanation.—In high burn-

ing fevers, the fibres are so vio-

lently contracted, that the skin

is rendered almost hard and im-

pervious, like parchment; at such

times therefore, fainting does
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good, if it can be procured with-

out any violent means, because

it so much relaxes the solids, and

gives way to the circulating

through the skin, which ought to

have been carried off through

other passages
;
and thereby the

body is both cooled and lighten-

ed
;
and the equilibrium between

the contractile force of the ves-

sels, and the resistance of their

circulating fluids, more easily

again restored. Nothing there-

fore can be of greater service in

the beginning of those distemp-

ers, than to evacuate by bleeding,

or gentle purgatives, or both.
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F the puncture of a

nerve is stopped

with glutinous poul-

tices, or such like

applications, the ob-

sti ucted ichor will

contract such a sharpness, as to

bring convulsions and death, un-

less the wound be again opened

with some oily dressings.

Explanation.— The com-

mon practice in Surgery, allows

of this, and in such instances

dresses with spiritous and warm
applications

;
for the natural

juices of such parts bears no af-

finity to the gross substances of

unguents, but will be changed by

their obstructions into a very

noxious acrimony. We must
therefore understand oily dress-

P
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ings, in the Aphorism, as put in

opposition to glutinous poultices,

to consist of the more subtle and

spirituous, as of turpentine, and

the like.

Quincy.

A P H. C.

HAT breathing,

which in tumours

is promoted by ap-

plications, that are

actually and poten-

tially moistening,

proves serviceable ;
but other-

wise they degenerate into schyrri,

by having only the thinner parts

drawn oft', and the thick remain-

ing.

Explanation.— I his is also

very material to observe in Chir-

urgical practice, for moistening

or humid applications leave the

part obstructed soft and yielding,
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whether they remove the obstruc-

tion or not, whereas those which

are hot and dry, if they force

away any part of the obstruc-

tion by their stimulus
,

it must be

the thinnest, which should dilute

the rest, and leave the remainder

sometimes it settles with invin-

cible nodes and schyrri.

cooled, because when the ob-

f strueted matter is removed, it will

jC cool of itself.

D hi!;-,
^

, .
1

£ Explanation. — See Aphor.

more hard and obstinate
; so that

A PH. 'Cl.

with blood,

or other juices,

NY part obstruct-

as in tumours,

and even in a plu-

risy, is not to be
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APH. CII.

YPOCONDRIACAL
persons are cur-

ed, by promot-

ing1 perspiration

by bathing, and

using a moist

Explanation .—There is a vast

difference in hypocondriacal per-

sons, as to the constitution of

their solids, and therefore they

must he very differently treated

in order to their cure. In some

the fibres are drawn up by a great

deal too straight, and differ not

much from maniacs ; others have

too lax a state of solids, espe-

cially of the cutaneous fibres,

and is generally owing to too

tender a regimen, and wearing

too thick apparel, and flannel next

diet.
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the skin, than which nothing is

more hurtful. With the former,

warm bathing, and a most soft

diet must be serviceable, because

they relax the fibres, and give

free passage for transpiration
;

the matter of which, when re-

tained, not only irritates the

membranes, and occasions sharp

pains, but also so much disturbs

the orderly vibrations of the so-

lids, as to occasion irregular mo-

tions, and refluxes of the nervous

fluid towards the brain, whereby

the representations of external

objects are confused, and fear,

anger, or the like, frequently ex-

cited, when there is no just oc-

casion for such passions. But
in the latter sort, relaxing* me-
thods are hurtful, because the

nervous fluids are too much wast-

ed already by the openness of the

pores, the want of which, spoils

very much the elasticity of the

P 3
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solids, occasions heaviness, flatu-

lencies, and indigestion
j
and fre-

quently consumptions
; and upon

any sudden external cold, cholic

pains, and distensions of the

prcecordia, see further, Apho.

12, Sect. 3. The remedy here,

is to strengthen, and give a firm-

ness to the solids, whereby the

relaxed pores may he drawn up,

that nothing may pass which

ought not to go oft that way, and

that the juices may be digested

and broke fine enough to perform

their several oflices, and after-

wards pass off by their proper

outlets
;
and this is best obtained

by gradually coming into a cold

regimen, a solid drying food with

generous wine, the use of sub-

astringentsy and moderate ex-

ercise.

Quincy
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A PII. CIII.

ERSPIR ATION
made by foment-

ing1

,
upon a full

body, draws more

than it disperses,

as appears by the

case of Simon.

Explanation.— There will

always be the greatest derivation

of the fluids, where there is the

least resistance
;

therefore be-

cause bathing or fomenting any

particular part at that time, re-

laxes the solids of that part, that

is, abates their resistance of the

circulating blood, there must ne-

cessarily crowd into that part a

greater store of fluids than be-

fore
;
and if such encrease ex-

ceeds the quantity drawn out

through the pores by such bath-
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ing, the collection of humours in

that part will be encreased there-

by
;

to prevent which, the best

way is to abate the force of the

circulating fluids before hand,

by proper and cooling evacuations,

and therefore such applications

are never sale upon a full habit

of body.

Quincy.

A PH. CIT.
j'l/.l

HOSE bodies which

perspire much in-

sensibly as children,

are neither to be

let blood or pur ed.

Explmiation .— Because they

neither want any uncommon eva-

cuations, nor cannot indeed ad-

mit of them without disturbing

transpiration, which cannot be

done without damage. But up-
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on any hindrance of perspiration,

they have the more need of such

evacuations, because they are

the sooner injured by it*

Explanation .—Whether it be

meant here of scorbutic, or fever

spots, it is either way a mistake.

For the spots in both are occa-

sioned by the blood itself breaking'

through the extremities of the

vessels, either by its thinness and
sharpness, or by the acceleration

of its motion, and stagnating

under the cuticula. Though in-

Quincy.

API. C V.

4-/CS

)

in the skin ? Be-

HY do spots arise

cause the per-

spiration of a

malignant ichor

is obstructed.
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deed its long continuance may

change it into an ichor, of ill

quality.

A PH. CVI.

F there is a good

perspiration, a gan-

grene will go off,

but if it suppur-

ates, the part will

mortify.

Explanation .—By a gangrene,

we are here to understand a hu-

mour so acrimonious as to de-

stroy the bone of the part where

it lodges
;
and a good perspira-

tion may indeed be the means to

digest such a humour, unless it

be supplied de novo in such quan-

tity, as to cause an obstruction

and collection of humours, in

which case it will endanger the

part very much, by changing all
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that comes near it into the like

nature, and corroding the fibres.

Quincy.

#C.V - *

A PH. CVII.

HE part affected

with a gangrene

perishes, because

the arteries through

too great a quan-

tity of blood, sub-

side at their extremities. The

remedy is to evacuate sensibly

and insensibly.

Explanation,—Whensoever

too great a quantity of blood, for

want of sufficient motion grows

thick and sizy, it may be the

cause of the obstruction of the

small arterial branches
;

but un-

til it grows so sizy, the greater

the quantity is, the greater im-

pulse it will make upon the ves-
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sels or any thing in the way of

its direction, and consequently is

less liable to stagnate in the small

vessels.

Quincy.

A P H. C V I 1 1.

^ROSS humours in

robust people, will

pass through the

narrowest passa-

ges, as it appears

in the fat sub-

stance that will sometimes come

away by urine, and the injections

made in the breast upon a wound

;

which must be by insensible

pores.

Explanation. — There is

something very extraordinary in

tonic vibrating motions of the

membranes. For it is very plain,

that in a carcase they are not per-

vious, but may be blown up, andX
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-

remain distended and hard with

the included air. And yet no-

thing is more certain, than that

in a living body a great deal is

continually sifted through them,

and sometimes too of a matter

not very fine
;

which cannot

otherwise be counted for, but by

the continual shiftings of the

contacts of their constituent fibres,

whereby there are openings al-

ternately made from one part

to another, greater or lesser in

proportion to the smartness and
length of their vibrations

;
and

hence it is no wonder, why in

robust persons, notwithstanding

the hardness of their membranes,
the matter which they perspire

is much grosser than what will

pass oft from finer constitutions,

where the parts are softer and
more yielding. See back, Aph-
orism 96.

Quincy.

Q
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ii.lt7/ bind buc babualeib nicnm

AP kH. #1 $»bul9qi 'jib

,vdl tmilt , a ini tin atom r.i ^uidt

ATTER whiclP

goes off by steam 1

is both such as

is advantageous

to part with, and

such as is hurt-

ful ;
and when the Strength en-

creases upou its waste after sleep,

it is a sign its obstruction would

have been very injurious.

Explanation, — Because

what is Well digested and fit to

p&rt with, mostly flies off during

sleep, as appears by several of

the preceding Aphorisms ;
and

the more the strength is recruited

thereby, it is the greater demon-

stration that it would have been

Very prejudicial, if it had been

longer detained in the body.

.
® v?y Quincy
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A PH. CX m
yf ,V !'<(< Ufa *)Hl o}

S ERSPIR A TION
)j which is insensi-

ble, is natural, and

a taken of health;

but sweat is the

contrary.
» i; l ifijilf • ;M ,MJ ‘'j ijj j,

Explanation.—For the reason

see Aphorism 21, above.
yoAv

A P p. CX I.

F any part of the

57/ body in winter is

made Very cold,

the whole will so

far be affected by
it, as to have there-

by both digestion and perspira-

tion disturbed,

si unjifjih orfl

Explanation The partial

-Hi) I
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stimulus upon the place exposed

to the cold, will immediately, by

the communication of one part

with another, be conveyed to tlie

whole, so as to render the fibres

more contracted, and consequently

the pores more straightened, by

which perspiration will be hin-

dered, and digestion interrupted.

See above, Explanation
t
to Aph-

orism 6S.
Quincy

A PH. CXI I.

0 swim in the even-

ing is safest ;
for

in the morning

the water is colder,

and may obstruct

the pores, and en-

uoi-J
danger a fever.

Explanation .—The danger is

not from the greater cold in the
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morning (as will further appear

in Explanation to the following

Aphorism) but from staying in

too long, and the dampness of

the air at that time, which will

be apt to hang upon and obstruct

the pores.

Quincy.

APIL CXIII.
t

* lUk jfJ / r .
>

N summer time to

j be exposed to the

open air will hin-

der perspiration
\

whence heaviness

of the head, and
f

.
I

. |
X >

I
i

• '

a disorder of the whole body.

Explanation.—A small en-

crease of cold hinders perspira-

tion, and is followed by great dis-

orders
; whereas in others, a sud-

den sense of intense cold, so as

it lasts not long, as in cold bath-
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ing, has the contrary effects
; be-

cause a small and gradual en-

crease of cold, by degrees, draws

the nerves straighter, and almost

insensibly lessens the excretory

passages
;

but a sudden intense

cold contracts them with such

force and quickness, that by their

natural springs, especially in

strong constitutions, they return

again with equal force and quick-

ness, and so by repeating smarter

and more frequent vibrations,

put the fluids into brisker motions

than before, promote the thinner

secretions, especially that in the

brain, and render the body more

brisk and lightsome.

Quincy.
i/Ull m -

y.j

; ^lobuul bit- . 1ft .->ri

- iLj. n;> yd be ;. *ildl ei bfffi ,uoi)

1 : i > .1 ,*
-

1

-to

>>'•
1 1 dibo S'UiJat io oroms'

-

iiyb

..

1

.
a< - 1 (>.; i , 31ml 30n - ‘ li
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.(wVv f\\ >iuVvA\ jlifs- ro

a

A P H. CXI V.

>fnV7

; fJ j }
< , , ,, u,, . ,

SF a body has been
“ X

,

ii, encreasingin weight

|r for five or six days

together,, it is not

\ .suddenly, but by de-

grees to be drawn

off again
;

for obstinate fasting

injures the stomach, brain, and

heart, and sometimes the whole

constitution.

. • / ) .11* i

A

Explanation .— Although a

body may be encreased or lessened

in its bulk very considerably, by

degrees, without much injury
;

yet a sudden change so alters the

contractions of the solids, and

destroys that equilibrium which

is necessary to a healthful state,

that is a great chance if it is not

attended with consequences not

easily to be removed. About
-»'»<! yuSiliH iiuii off? ui kh ib'iV
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which, consult Bellini de Mis-

sidne Sanguinis, where this whole

matter is set
(

in a, clear light.

Where therefore any quantity is

either to he added or taken away,

regard ought to be hai| to the

time in which such encrease or

decrease W‘s been made, and the

tncaUs used to bring it to its set-

tled Standard, proportioned ac-

cordmgiv. »

Quincy
.nuijusn.u'.o

APH. €XV.
r fl^uodjlA — . itoiA

N autumn the weight

i ©f i the bhody en-

\e creases ;
which, if

,
• . l T ~

1117/ IWWtvWiS

and putrid fevers.

it be heyond a heal-

thful standard, will

,

produce tertians

MfM ol visaaeoati ?i

(0 81 Jt
I

t> H. . n at jJjni

Explanation .—It has frequent-

ly been taken notice of beiore,

as well as in the immediate pie-
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ceding, that a body is capable of

very different Weights without

prejudice, especially young peo-

ple, hut that in every constitution

they have their bounds, which

cannot be exceeded without fall-

ing into some distemper. In

autumn the body is rendered hea-

vier by the gradual encrease of

cold, lessening the quantity per-

spired
;
and this retained matter

is very apt to stagnate in the

capillary arteries, encrease the

quantity of blood, and occasion

fevers, as in Aphor. 46 above,

with its Explanation. But if

upon the first attack it can be

dislodged, and broke small enough
to pass out by sweat, it only pro-

duces agues and intermitting

fevers
; otherwise, by its long

continuance, it will be apt to de-

generate into a state nearer to

that of corruption, and produce

what are commonly called putrid
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fevers. See further, Aphorism

41, 48, and 49, Section 2.

v vl!«i-KS'p) tsbibnrsin

}<.-•• ,,i/r

XTR1-MI- :„.c»ia

thiugs iu ppute fe-

vers, unless they

$oon grow hot, are

fatal, by hindering

jBFESfo..* 11 por>|)iratioU|j

Explanation.-A sudden chill-

ness iu such cases, occasioned, by

too cold things, unless the natural

heat soon overcomes it, produces

a total stagnation and death.

od ur,-> li daunts uy\ adj noun
APH., Civil.

, ,
,

\
n iti i)f|j

r.avjr vd lua eeen oJ
othing is more

iali’hurtful "to malig-

nant ulcers, than

those things which

hinder perspira-

ion, as suet, oil,
i u ’ :

and wax.
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O* Explanation .—The dressings

V therefore in such cases ought to

be of vinous, spirits, and warm
detergents, winch is now the com-

mon practice' in Surgery.

Quincy.

APH. CXVIII;

HP

ad)

quotidian bnly of

1 the intermitting

fevers, is attended

with danger; be-

cause phlegmatic

humours hinder

SUIOti
» perspiration most.

Explanation. —By phlegm,

here is to he understood, that

viscious matter which is produced

by the hindermice of perspiration,

afid lodged in the extremities of

the vessels
;
and this abounds in

all intermitting fevers, but most
in a quotidian, as appears by the

frequent return of the fits
;
aud
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therefore there is the more dan-

ger of its changing into a con-

tinued fever, of which no body

can foresee the consequence.

Quincy.

APH. CX1X.

Stoppage of per-

spiration about

the neck, occa-

sions a numbness

of the head ;
as

likewise does the

being exposed to winds and rain.

Explanation—By occasioning

a hardness upon the muscles, and

greater influx of blood into the

bead, which by its thick covering,

it is most liable to on any exter-

nal pressure, as in cold and rainy

weather.

Quincy.'ml

SHU (VHH

;i
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APH. c;,x. ft

OTHING more pre-

vents a corrup-

tion of the hu-

mours, than plen-

tiful ventilation;

not only by that

which is drawn in by the lungs,

but by what is drawn in through

the imperceptible pores.

Explanation.—There is no-

thing undoubtedly of more im-

portance to the constitution, than

respiration by the lungs, but as

to any ingress and return of air,

by the cutaneous pores, in the

manner herein hinted at, I do not

understand, and conceive the

author to have been in a mis-

take.

Quincy.

R
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A PH. CXXI.

EFRIGERA-
TIVES in acute

distempers brings

death, by destroy-

ing perspiration,

as in. the case

of Hcrmucrntes.

Explanation.— See Aphor-

ism 10G, above.

A P H. CXXII.

F TER bathing the

cutaneous passa-

ges are lessened

by anointing with

oil, on purpose

that there might

not be made too great a waste

of the alimentary moisture. But

it is therefore to be avoided in

dangerous cases, because it

closes the pores.

Explanation*— It was un-

doubtedly for this reason, that
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9

5

the ancients accustomed them-

selves to anointing- with oil after

warm bathing, and certainly with

advantage. But in such cases

where a large perspiration is ne-

cessary, it is not safe to use it.

Quincy.
Of-

no; i

A P H. C X,X I II.

person may hap-

pen upon such a

'.way of living,

even when he

takes no care a-

bout it, as may
preserve him to a good old age.

Explanation.—Which although «£)

it may, and does sometimes hap-

pen, yet a wise man that has any
regard to his own happiness in

this world, or that of his poster-

ity after him, will hardly run

such a risk, but always employ

r 2
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his greatest care about that which

is so conducive to it, as is a good

state of health.

A PH. CXXIV.

HE midriff by con-

traction enlarges

the capacity of the

breast, and upon

that dilitation, in-

spiration is made;

and upou its relaxation the breast

is straightened, upon which the

air is again forced out.

Explanation. — This will

appear very plain, when wre con-

sider the structure of this part.

The diaphragm or midriff in its

natural situation is very convex

on the upper side next the lungs,

and concave on the other towards

the lower belly. Therefore to

put it in a state of contraction,
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.
_ . - - :

5
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that is, shorten its constituent

fibres, as far as they will admit,

must necessarily bring it to a

plane on both sides, by which

means the cavity of the breast

will be much enlarged, and there-

by the lungs distended with fresh

air, forcing itself into them by

its weight and elasticity, which

is computed to be equal to a hun-

dred pounds weight. And again,

upon the diaphragms relaxing to

its natural state, the breast be-

comes less capacious, upon which

the air just before received into

the lung's, is forced out again by

the contraction of the muscles of

the thorax and abdomen. But
although the diaphragm in ex-

piration is in a state of relaxation,

yet its being so, is only the effect

of a joint contraction of those

muscles which are alloted for that

purpose
;
and as action and re- M

action are always equal, so the (jp

H 3 i
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Qt

joint contractions of those muscles,

must be equal to that weight by

which the air was forced into the

luugs, viz. a hundred pounds

:

For a particular calculation of

which, see Dr James Keil on

Animal Secretions, p. 24, 25.

Quincy.

A P H. CXXV.

(\ I1E sphincter of the

bladder by contrac-

tion shuts it, and

keeps in the urine.

But by relaxing,

opens it, and lets

it out.

Explanation This is self-

evident, and holds the same in

all sphincters.

Quincy.



}

«Hatsoeveii is in-

fected with the

plague, that in-

fection will he

propagated* as

long as its prox-

imate and remote causes remain
;

but either of them being taken

away, the malignancy ceases, as

the motion of a cloek upon the

loss of one of its wheels.

Explanation.— How many
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causes may concur to propagate

the infection of a plague, cannot

easily be determined
;

but what-

soever they be, undoubtedly its

violence will cease as soon as they

are removed.

A PH. CXXYIT.

HE plague is com-

municated not by

any immediate con-

tact, but either by

drawing in infec-

tious air, or the

steams of tainted furniture ;
and

it is thus : The vital spirits are

first infected by the air, and from

the infected spirits the blood is

coagulated, which produces black

spots, carbuncles, and buboes;

and if not sufficiently discharged,

occasion death
\

but it it be all

thrown out, they escape.
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Explanation .—Authors abound

who have wrote of pestilential

diseases, and the manner of their

attacks; but I believe there can

no where be found so rational

an account, as in Dr Mead's

Fifth Essay of Venomous Ex-

halations, &c. in his Account of
Poisons ; and indeed throughout

that whole book, the reader may
be instructed in that mechanical

procedure, by which great altera-

tions are brought about in the

animal fluids, by very minute

and unheeded causes.

Quincy

APH. CXXVIII.

F the whole infec-

tion be forced out

into buboes and car-

buncles, it is well
;

otherwise fatal.

Explanation—Because by such
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exclusion, there is made a per-

fect crisis, and the whole peccant

humours is discharged from the

mass of blood, and other animal

fluids, hut if the constitution can-

not hold out till this is done, the

patient must sink. Quincy.

A P H. CXXIX.

PLAGUE is not

1
produced in us,

but arises from ex-

. ternai causes
;

as

is manifest from

such who are shut

up in Cloisters.

Explanation.— It is agreed on

all hands, that such diseases have

their rise from, and are propagat-

ed by a distemperature of the

air
;
and it plainly appears to be so,

by its affecting more or less, all

kinds of living creatures.

Quincy.



about a third part,

which may be

known by those

who view the dead

bodies.

•f!:
'! tU. > fjje i : b

Explanation .—It is not easy

to understand what is meant by

this Aphorism, for of the persons

who die in a contagion, there can

be hardly any but owe their death

to it, though indeed, some might

in the same course of living have

been carried off by other causes

about the same age, yet not so

many as a third by a great deal
;

in what symptoms therefore

Sanctorius places the essence of

this distemper is uncertain, for

this cannot be true without some
limitation of that kind.

Quincy.
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APH. CXXXI

x"7^^\HEY who think

(

black spots und car

-

/iVt ? bunclcs denote an

adustion of the hu-

mours, are mis-

taken
;

for very

often old people, both externally

and internally cold, and without

any fever, in the space of two

days go off with the same symp-

toms, from a stagnation of the

Explanation—By adustion of

humours, is meant such a con-

coction as that which forms the

bile, and is the consequence of a

hot constitution, according to the

sense of some ancient institution

writers ; but such a distinction

is now out of use. That the

spots in this distemper are from

I
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a stagnation, is certain beyond dis-

\ pute, and therefore they are mis-

taken, who assign them to any if
v* othfer cause.

'

Quincy M
bne .! j.i : :•>

*̂
1)

APII. CXXXII. ft
-tn y»i{| .!-

, F part of the blood

j
by infection of the

vital spirits coagu-

lates, and be wholly

discharged bybuboes

and carbuncles, they

recover
;

but otherwise they die,

as in the black spots.

Explanation .— This differs

very little from Aphorism 128,

above.

hoif'p. f . i Quincy.
eA |W ,!>

-Bin

au lot/
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T
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APF. CXXXIil.

cover ;

078

0)lH{

HEHE the buboes

and carbuncles

are opened, and

the tainted mat-

ter wholly dis-

charged, they re-

but otherwise they die.

Explanation. — As to the

three preceding? they are much
the same. It is plain from what

has gone before, that whatever

altars the contractions of the ves-

sels, will likewise alter the tex-

tures and cohesions of the blood,

by giving it a greater or lesser

decree of motion than it hacf. he-
c?

fore. W here therefore the sprints

are distempered, that is, when

tlnf solids are not duly supplied

with that peculiar fluid, which is

necessary to maintain 1 their ehas-

tieity, their contractions will be
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conse-changed, and the blood

quently altered in such a manner

as may dispose its parts to more

forcible attractions and cohesions,

by which such grumes and stag-

nations are generated
;

but if the

constitution is strong enough to

'keep on the circulation for some

time, they will gradually be thrown

upon some particular part, and

Collected in a considerable quan-

tity, so as to formtho9e tumours

;

and in such there is much the

greatest likelihood of recovery,

because by those discharges, the

blood will the sooner recover its

natural constitution. Whereas,

when it is not so thrown oftj it

is a great chance but it induces a

total stagnation, which is death.

Quincy.
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fw'Oi'J

AP1I.

0(1.1 WJIJ ,{iO!lU»(f-)

CXXXIV . .
.

eff osouaib 'turn 01)

HERE are two

ways of checking

a pestilence '

tu one

is by removing

those who are sound

to distant places,

and the other, by giving room
to the infected, to air themselves.

The latter likewise is to be done two

ways
; by not confining the in-

fected to places disagreeable to

them
;
and by not burning their

household-stuff.

Explanation .—We are here

again under some obscurity,, in

what is meant by burning of
7 777 _. r

J
. .

' ’

household-stuff, for it is not easy

to conceive how that can propa-

gate a contagion, unless by scat-

tering the infectious particles, but

this is not easy to conceive in

most cases, and experience has
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confirmed the advantage of fire

\ in many instances of this d;s-

’ temper.

APH. CXXXV.

HEY are soonest

infected who have ’

weak lungs
;

they

who have sound-

ones the contrary.

And it is a sign of
C7

weak lungs, when upon drawing

in the breath with the greatest

force, the strength of the pulse

abates.

^
I fir -.a fidj difd enu 'a

;

?: H

Explanation .— Because it is

supposed, that the infection is

chiefly taken from the air in

breathing
; although, perhaps,

some noxious effluvia may insin-

uate themselves into the blood by

the cutaneous pores, as Bellini

, endeavours to prove, Propos. *2T»

De Febnbus ; the weaker there*

s 3
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fore the lungs are, the less able

are they to resist the mixture of

the infectious particles with the

blood, drawn in from the air, or

break them sufficiently to alter

their figures, and destroy their

efficacy upon it. And the rea-

son vyhy the pulse is weakened,

where the lungs are weak upon

drawing in a large quantity of

air at once, is, because such an

additional weight, presses so much

upon the blood-vessels in the

1 ungs,
j

that they cannot through

the decay of their springs, repeat

their pulsations with the usual

quickness and strength,, and con-

sequently the pulse at that time

must he much abated*

Qcincy.
.( vr.m r.ivjjff!') amdzoft otuoe

y t j b (i mi -o/i c'insdi nJ«u

!

i

1

> i tijjuo odj

e.u'ovasbno

:

11 ,8*1 '<1

/I A
t‘T

!C)1 i



APHORISM I

OLD air and cold

bathing-

,
give a

greater warmth to

strongconstitutions,

and by removing

what is superfluous,
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render them lighter
;

but they

cool weak persons by overcoming

their natural heat, and thereby

also render them heavier.

Explanation- thorough

and clear

understanding of the contents of

this Aphorism is of very great

•L concern and importance to every
1 ~

one who would be acquainted

with the true causes of distemp-

ers and their cures, and what is

absolutely necessary thereunto,

the mechanism of a human body.

See the explanation to Aphorism

68, 96, and 113, Section 1.

But for bathing in particular, it

may be here observed, that cold

baths have been long banished

out of medicine by the usurpa-

tions of chemistry and a monk-

ish philosophy ;
for the ancients

had them in the greatest esteem ;

and some improvements of teas-

$
V I
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oning in physic from geometry

and mechanics, ha,ve brought them

into tolerable good countenance

again. Autl the present age can

V furnish us with abundance of

(£> noble cures performed by cold

C) bathing, which were long at-

tempted in vain by the most ef-

ficacious medicines. dhere are

hardly any chronic diseases but

the cold baths may be made use

of to advantage, if there be no-

thing peculiar in the constitution

to forbid its use
;
which is cor-

pulency and unsound viscera.

lu very fat persons the fibres are

so stuffed round, that they have

not room to vibrate or contract
c

with the sudden squeeze of the

bath
; instead therefore of en-

forcing their springs, and shaking

off any unnecessary incumbrances,

they will only be strained to no
purpose, and consequently weak-
ened

;
for wheresoever an effort
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is made to remove any tiling by

an elastic body, if the first exer-

tion fails, every impetus after-

wards languishes, and the spring

is spoiled. And in unsound vis-

cera, or where any part is much

weaker than the rest, such an ad-

ditional force will press the fluids

upon that part very much to its

damage, which may be either the

bursting of the vessels, -or pro-

moting the discharge of some ill

humours upon that part, which

otherwise might drain elsewhere.

But where nothing of this nature

forbids the use of the cold bath,

whatsoever is to be effected by

bracing the solids, invigorating

their vibrations, and accelerating

the blood’s motion, is with cer-

tainty to be had from hence.

All diseases therefore from a

sizy blood, and a lentor upon the

animal juices, if the elasticity of

the vessels is not worn out with





V

^
to that of air (supposing the area «

a of his skin to he 15 foot)— $

\ 2280 lb.
;

for 2
,

the number of 3

f cubical feet of water, pressing /

a
upon a foot square of the skin x k

} 76, the number of pounds in a >

» cubical foot of water is—152

\ x 15: the supposed numbers of
j

f square feet on the surface of the >

k body is—2280 lb. troy.
;

V Though it be a generally re- j

» ceived notion, that Bath-water

h enters into the body, and so *

Y mixes itself with the blood, yet
(

f\ few attend to the manner how it e

^ is possible. 1 hat water hath a i

jf wonderful power of insinuating

£) itself into the body, we see by a
|

£ number of experiments. Deal- (

f) boards will swell against rainy «

sf weather, the
1 watery particles

j

£ floating in the air by the pressure
,

k of the air upon them, are forced

% into the slender tubes of the
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wood, where they meet with no

resistance, the ^particles ot air

being1

too large to enter the same.

It is certain, however true the

contrary may appear to be, that

the compounding particles of wa-

ter are less than those of air, be-

ing the former will pass through

several bodies that the other will

not. But nothing shews its force

greater, than the fastening a piece

of whip-cord, or a strong rope,

of what length you please, to a

hook or staple, and at the bottom

of the cord, hanging any weight

short of what will break it, though

ever so great
;

for in this case

the weight will rise by moisten-

ing the sides of the cord by a

wet spunge, whereby a few par-

ticles of water may overcome any
finite resistance, if the cord would
bear it. Now since there is but

a little quantity of water, and

T
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that driven into the sides of the

cord, with a force no greater than

the weight of a cylinder of air

incumbent upon the water, there-

fore must the water act by some
property whereby its force is

greatly augmented, and that can

be no other than that of a cuneus.

And the forces of wedges are to

one another reciprocally propor-

tional to the angles their edges

make
;

but in spheres, the greater

or lesser degree of curvity is to

be considered as their angles,

when spheres are considered as

wedges
j
and the degrees of cur-

vity in spheres are reciprocally

as their radii. Now the parti-

cles of water being so infinitely

small, less by much than those of

air, must, when acting as wedges,

have their powers infinitely en-

creased, so as to overcome any

finite resistance. Now let the

resistance the water meets with
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in entering into our bodies, be

what it will
;

yet it is hard to

believe it is greater than what is

mentioned, which yet a little quan-

tity of water will overcome. The

experiments usually made to know
the force of water in penetrating

i.ito membranous substances, are

generally with the skins of dead

men or beasts, and therefore not

so decisive as if made upon such

as are alive. The only difference

then being, that in the living,

steams or vapours are continually

raised into the air through the

pores of the skin in insensible

perspiration
;
which is not so in

those that are dead. These va-

pours, though raised with a con-

withstand the impetus, with

which water endeavours to insi-

nuate itself into contiguous bo-

explained. And though the quan-

siderable force, are yet unable to

dies, being so great as above

T 2
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(jb tity of perspirable matter is very

<£) great in *24 hours, being | of the

meat and drink a man takes in

a day
;

yet if we compute the

A: quantity that expires from any

part of the skin, in a given time,

V
5
5
I

\ u v 7

\) we shall hud it too little by far

to hinder the entrance of water

<A into the body when we go into

a bath. For it hath been de-

monstrated, that the matter of

insensible perspiration in a min-

ute is the 1200th part of the

place it comes from, that is, 1

/Y drachm of the skin perspires

^ nroa of a scruple in a minute, and

A- consequently 1 ounce of the

Vj" skin perspires tiV> of a drachm

\) in a minute. Now suppose a

^ square inch of the skin weigh 1

<A ounce, then a square inch per-

yy spires Tibo of a drachm in a min-

X ute ; but a square inch of the

* skin is pressed upon when we

bath, more than in the opeu air,

S' _
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equal to 96 drachms. For we

may conclude that our bodies,

taking- one part with another, are

two foot under water in bathing-

;

skin must bear the weight of 24

cubical inches of water equal

to 96 drachms ; for a cubical

inch of water being 4 ounces,

T?lih
r,
throwing away the fraction,

24 cubical inches must be 96
drachms. Now since only tiW

1 ounce 6f matter is perspired

through a square inch of the

skin in a minute, therefore is the

elevation of the perspirable mat-

ter resisted by a weight 115,200
times greater than itself

;
for

1200 .r 96— 115,200. How
great then must be the celerity

with which the perspirable mat-

ter moves, if we imagine it able

to raise a body 115,200 times

heavier than itself ? Thus would

so that every square inch of the

it be, if the whole quantity of

T 3

s
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perspirable matter evacuated in a

minute, was to exert its force at

once upon the incumbent weight

of water
;

but it is so far from

doing that, that if the exhalations

of the steams be not continual

as the pressure of the water is,

yet the intervals betwixt the times

they are propelled from the body,

are very short. Suppose 60 of

them in a minute, being about

the number of pulses that a health-

ful man’s artery beats in the same

time
;

then will the quantity of

vapour, which exerts its force at

once against the incumbent water,

be sixty times less than first as-

signed ;
which being multiplied

by 1*200—7, *2000, the number of

parts into which a drachm of per-

spirable matter is divided, one

part only of which exerts its

force against 96 drachms of wa-

ter in a second
;

so that the per-

spirable matter that rises, must

gbit

K
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every second raise a weight of

691,2000 times greater number

than its self, if it resist the en-

trance of the incumbent water
;

for 90, the number of drachms

of water, incumbent upon an

inch square of the skin, multi-

plied by 7,2000, the number of

parts into which a drachm of per-

spirable matter is divided, is

—

691,2000, the difference between

the quantity of matter perspired

in a second, and the quantity of

water by which its motion is re-

sisted. From the whole of which,

waters enter into, and mix with

the animal juices in bathing.

it is beyond dispute, that Bath

-

Quincy.
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warm, unless un-

_
digested humours

'v— prevent it, promote

perspiration, cool

the viscera, and render the body

lighter.

ate external warmth relaxes the

solids, and opens the cutaneous

pores, and gives greater liberty

thereby lor the perspirable matter

to pass oli
j

but if the humours

gested, that is, if they are gross,

and not broke small enough ;

that easy relaxation which other-

wise would give them the more

room to lly off, will only occasion

a greater derivation of them to-

wards the circumference, where,

in

A PH. II.

i

warm air and

baths, actually

Explanation.—

A

ny moder-
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f .

'

^ by their grossness and indiges-

r) tion, they will be obstructed in

the capillary vessels ; and such

an obstruction by a continual sup-

V ply from within, will encrease,

until the solids are stimulated to

*£) make larger sensible evacuations,

FT or raise a fever. But where

jS such indigested matter does not

y hinder, the causes above-mention-

ed will mueh encrease perspira-

tion, and of consequence lighten

(£> and cool the body. As for hot

<£) bathing, the chief in our country

/Y’ is that famous one near J^ells

in Somersetshire ; another there

£ is of inferior note at Buxton.

vjf We shall leave it to naturalists

V and philosphers to account for the

Qa production of those waters, and

^ be contented with observing, that

(T ^ey greatly abound with a min-

^ eral sulphur. From the matter

then with which this water is

impregnated, it may be pronoun-
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ced a soft, healing, subastringent

balsamic. Subastringent is add-

ed, because we never meet with

sulphur, even in the sublimed

flowers, which has not some por-

tion of a salt in its composition
;

which when boiled in oil, as in

making the balsamic sulphurs

shoot like needles, on the branch-

ings of sal amoniac : so that it

is very improbable these waters

should take up any sulphur in

their subterraneous current, with-

out bringing also some of that

saline part along with it, which

it is never found without, above

ground ;
and especially when we

consider how much more it is in

the nature of water to attract and

join with such particles, than those

which are purely sulphurous.

Hence we are naturally directed

to those cases, wherein these wa-

ters and bathing in them, must

be of service. They are like a
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fomentation, which both supplies

and strengthens the parts all over

the body at once, and by gentle

shaking and undulating the fibres,

helps forward those vital motions,

which are almost at a stand. In

old pains and aches, which have

been the remains of nervous dis-

tempers, and where some partic-

ular part continues contracted, or

has any humours fixed upon it

which it cannot dislodge, these

waters pumped upon it, hot from
the spring, do more towards a

cure, than all the compositions in

pharmacy. Bathing all over in

these springs cannot but wonder-
fully open that almost infinite

number of secretory orifices upon
the surface of the skin, and clear

the cutaneous ducts of matter,

w hich is apt to stick in them

;

by the aperture of which spira-

cula, the fluids of the whole
body have more room to move in,

a
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and have proper vents to reak

out a great deal, which it is of

service to the economy to get

rid of.

Quincy .

A PH. III.

QnHE external air

yj which passes through

^ the arteries into the

body, may render

the body heavier, or

lighter ;
lighter, if

it be subtle and warm ;
and hea-

vier, when thick and moist.

i \ J • It) * i /

Exjilanation

.

—A warm air will

promote perspiration, for the reas-

ons given in the preceding Aphor-

ism, and of course, lighten the

body ;
and likewise will a cold and

moist air obstruct the perspirable

matter, and render it heavier. As
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i>
for the effects of air in general, it

may be observed, that our bodies

are equally pressed upon by the

incumbent atmosphere, and the

weight they sustain is equal to a

cylinder of air, whose base is equal

to the superficies of our bodies.

Now a cylinder of air of the

height of the atmosphere, is equal

to a cylinder of water of the

same base, and 35 foot high, as

appears by the experiment of

pumping!; so that every foot

square of the superficies of our

bodies, is pressed upon by a weight

of air equal to 35 cubical feet of

water
;
and a cubical foot of wa-

ter being found by experiment

to weigh 76 pound troy weight,

therefore the compass of a foot

square upon the superficies of our

bodies, sustains a quantity of air

equal, to 2660 lb. for 76 x 35
—2660

j
and so many foot

i)

u tnu hi
t
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ter
;
and the greatest variation

of the height of the mercury be- <A

ing 3 inches, a column of air of y
anv assignable base equal to the

weight of a cylinder of mercury fl

of the same base, and the alti-
(Jp

tude of three inches, will be

taken off from the pressure upon

a body of an equal base, at such

times as the mercury is three iu-

ches lower in the barometer
;

so

that every inch square of the

surface of our bodies is pressed

upon at one rime more than ano-

ther, by a weight of air equal to

the weight of three cubical in-

ches of mercury. Now a cubi-

cal foot of water being 76 lb. a

cubical foot of mercury must be

1064 lb—10,2144 drachms.

And as 10,2144 drachms is to

a cubical foot,' or, which is all

one 1723 cubical inches::

drachms to one cubical inch
;

so

u 2 ^
5
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$

that a cubical inch of mercury

(throwing away the fraction,

which is inconsiderable) is— 50
drachms, and there being 144
square inches in a foot square,

therefore a mass of mercury of

a foot square base—144 square

inches, and three inches high

must contain 432 cubical inches

of mercury, which \v 59, (the

number of drachms, in a cubical

inch of mercury) makes 25488
drachms

;
and this weight, does

a foot square of the surface of

our bodies sustain at one time

more than at another. Suppose

again the superficies of a human
body sustain at one time more

than at another, a weight—15 x
25488— !

drachms (—-fl-
ounces— 3982i lb. troy.

Hence it is so far from being

a wonder, that we sometimes

suffer in our health by a change

of weather, that it is the great-
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est we do not always so
;

for

when we consider that our bodies

are sometimes pressed upon by

near a ton and a half weight

more than at another, and that

this variation is often very sud-

den
;

it is surprising that every

such change should not entirely

break the frame of our bodies

to pieces. And the vessels of

our bodies being so much straight-

ened by an encreased pressure,

would stagnate the blood up to

the very heart, and the circula-

tion would quite cease, if nature

had not wisely contrived, that

when the resistance to the circu-

lating blood is greatest, the im-

petus, by which the heart con-

tracts, should be so too
;

for up-

on encrease of the weight of the

air, the lungs will be more forci-

bly expanded, and thereby the

blood more intimately broken and
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divided* so that it becomes filter 7

for the more fluid secretions
; ,

shell as that of the nervous fluid, .)

by which the heart will, be more '

strongly contracted 4md die

-blood’s motion toward^ the sur- (

face of the body being obstructed, *

it will pass in greater quantity to /

the brain, where the pressure of ,

the air is taken off by the craft- i

iipn

;

upon which score also.

i) more spirits will be separated,

and the heart on that acjcqunt,

i' too, more enabled' to carry on

ft the circulation through all pas-

A sable canals, whilst some 'Other?

A towards the surface are obstructed-

VP Hie most considerable alteration

V) made in the blood upon ,l$ie air’s

& greater or lesser pressure on the

cT\ surface of our bodies, is render-)

ft
ing tlie blood more or less.com-

T pact, aud making it crowd into

M a less, or expand into a greater

space in the vessels it runs in.



For the air contained in the blood

always keeps itself in equilibria

with the external air that presses

upon our bodies
;
and this it does

by a constant nisus to unbend it-

self, which is always proportional

to the compressing weight by

which it was bent
;

so that if

the compression, or weight of

the circumambient air be ever so

little abated, the air contained

within the blood unfolds its sprint,

and forces the blood to take up

a Jarger space than it did before.

Quincy.

f
• \

known by vveigh-

/ V /
*"© heavy bodies

v-V. in it ; for that is

the lightest, and
consequently most wholesome, in
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which a body weighs the heaviest.

But that water in which such a

body weighs less, is heavier* and

not so wholesome.
-

‘ h;!-'-|dn>r o.1 .im'tt JiicteflOO 8 yd

Explanation .—Nothing like-

wise is now more common, than

to learn the specific weight of

any liquors by weighing heavy

bodies in them
$

which is well

known to all such who t»y it, to

be a most certain and infallible

rule. And this is done with

scales, which are commonly sold

for that purpose, 'by the name of

hydrostatical scales. That the

lighter water is, it is the more

suitable to the constitution, the

reason is plain, because as it an-

swers all the purposes of diluting,

as well as any other, if not bet-

ter, it also passes afterwards the

straineries of the body better.

Bor the heavier the water is, it

must needs be the hiore charged
(jp
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with greater quantities of gross

mineral particles, which will not

bnly render it more unfit to get

t'hrdugh the finest vessels and

orifices of the glands, but like-

wise he very apt to form stony

concretions in the body, by the

attractions and adhesions of those

mineral salts with which it is im-

pregnated. It might therefore

be' of much service to such who
are subject to the gravel and

stone, '6r any diseases from ob-

structions, to take the utmost

care about their water, and al-

ways be sure to use that which

is lightest. This further •fiords

a very good hint to such, to use

as much as possible, a soft lub-

ricating diet
;

for by such means
those salts would in a great mea-
sure be sheathed, and as the con-

stituent parts of an heterogenious

fluid, more or less obey their at-

tractive powers, that is, are more
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or less attracted by one another, as

they meet with greater or lesser

resistances from the fluid they

make a part of, so they would be

prevented thereby from running

into those contacts and cohesions,

in order to form those little pe-

trefactions in the bladder and kid-

neys. See Dr Mead’s last Essay

in his Book of Poisons, where

this matter is more fully explain-

ed.

Quincy.

A P H. V.

• N a cold wholesome

Vj air, perspiration may

|

o' be hindered ;
but if

the fibres likewise

thereby obtain a

greater firmness and

strength, the weight of the re-

tained matter will not be injurious

or perceivable.
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Explanation .— From Apho-

rism 28 and 29, Section 1. it

already appears, that the weight

of the body, as to the perception

the person has of it, is as the

strength and vigour of the solids;

where therefore the fluids are en-

creased by any cause whatsoever,

and there be at the same time a

proportionate addition to the

strength of the solids
;
such an

additional encrease of the fluids

will not be perceived, or be pre-

judicial.

Quincy.
it r j i mi i

1

jiitOWT acs •> m
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more firm, and the weight of the

retained matter is both perceiv-

able and injurious. fa

! ] .
• jij i : | , t - «a /lij •

Explanation,—Why a cold

wholesome air (by which is to

be understood, that which is cold

and clear) should hinder perspira-

tion, and yet strengthen the body,

and a foggy cold air also hinder

perspiration, but weaken the

body
;

is a difficulty much like,

that in the G8 Aphorism, Sec-

tion 1, where it is said, thac ex-

ternal cold hinders perspiration

in weak people, but increases it

in the robust
;
and solvable only

by the same way of reasoning.

For the concentration and dissi-

pation of the vital heat, so much

talked of, is saying nothing, be-

cause they are terms which con-

, Vey no idea of any mechanical

f procedure, by which only a.11

s
physical agents operate, and their
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effects are to be accounted for.

There is one enquiry, which,

if pursued with penetration and

judgment, would let in a surpris-

ing light to the true mechanism

of the solids of a human body,

and that is concerning the com-

position and texture of a distrac-

tilefibre

;

so far I mean, as to

hud out what order and texture

of parts will serve to make up

such a thread, as is capable of

being drawn out to a considerable

length without breaking
;

and

that when the force which so ex-

tended it, is removed, will restore,

or contract itself again to its

former dimensions. Bellini has

furnished us with a very good

hint in this affair, in his Opas-

cnla, Prop. 51, de Villo con-

tractili

;

and has gone a little

way towards its application. It
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is to be wished, that, that great

master of mechanical reasoning

would have carried his theory

something further, and been more
particular. But from what he

has said in the place above-men-

tioned, Dc Stimulis, and before

upon the same head, in his Pro-

positions, De Missione Sangui-

nis, any person who has rightly

turned to that way of thinking,

with pains and industry may do

it himself. To which end, I have

added the Essay on the elastic-

ity of a distractile fbre, at the

end of this work, whither the

reader may turn for further in-

formation in this affair.
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! }>> n*?mtP
APH. VII.

k
F in a warm season

a cold day happens,

p> in the space of’ that

day, supposing the

way of living to be

the same, about a

third part of the perspirable mat-

ter will be obstructed, which un-

less it be diverted by some of the

sensible evacuations, will be dis-

posed to putrefaction, and dis-

order the whole constitution.

Explanation. — A sudden

change of weather from hot to

cold, cannot but very much affect

and disorder the constitution, by

suddenly drawing up and struigth-

ening the cutaneous pores

;

whereupon the perspirable mat-

ter will iu a great measure be de-

tained, and occasion fevers, uu-

V 2
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less by the strength of the con T

stitution it be soon thrown off by

an eucrease of some of the sen-

sible evacuations. And this is

the reason why frequently upon

change of weather, at the same
time, we meet with a great many
taken with diarrhoeas, and some
of them attended with vomitings,

and very ill symptoms
;

or else

for want of such discharges in

time, with fevers.

Quincy.

A PII. VIII.

HE obstruction of

the perspirable mat-

ter which happens

in weak people, up-

on a sudden cold,

is much worse than

that which is made gradually.

Explanation.

—

All changes

of the constitution whatsoever,
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are much more easily affected by

degrees than of a sudden
; be-

cause let it be to either excess,

fulness, or want, the solids will

stretch or draw up insensibly by

a gradual procedure ; whereas by

a sudden change into either ex-

cess, their contractions must needs

be so much altered, as cannot

speedily be done without sensi-

bly disturbing all the secretions
;

and therefore the weaker a body

is, the secretory organs will be

less able to discharge a greater

quantity suddenly thrown upon

them, than what is by a gradual

encrease.

)I1

I

» .fill

Hi r

•ig a

:

^

Quincy

'o

. 1^

v 3
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APH. IX.
i bsi >9i •

: , tnodi nar/m aijj

»
EING exposed to a

cold air after heat,

by leaving- off gar-

ments, a body may
perspire thereby in

the space of a whole

day about two pounds the less,

and yet receive no harm from it.

;

Explanation.—But this can

be only in strong constitutions,

and the robust, who afterwards

will be able to throw off that ad-

ditional load without receiving

any damage thereby
;

their solids

being only invigorated by such

an encrease of cold, will vibrate

the quicker and stronger, and

thereby soon break the detained

matter, and force it away; but

the experiment therefore is not

safe to be tried by any other.

Quincy.
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APH. X.
molt

*3 r>

WIMMING incold

water after violent

exercise is very de-

lightful, but fatal
;

for nothing is more

destructive than

extremes are to one another.

Explantion .—By violent ex-

ercise the fluids will be very much
broke, and a great deal of per-

spirable matter made ready for

expulsion
;

and the solids also

so very tense and strait, that up-

on swimming, immediately af-

terwards, if the water is not ex-

cessively cold, they will yield and

relax in comparison to that con-

traction which the violent exer-

cise had before drawn them up

to. And this relaxation at the

same time joined with the chili-
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ness from the water, will occasion

such a stagnation of the fluids

upon a double account, as with-

out a great deal of difficulty will

hardly be removed, if it does not

occasion immediate death.

Quincy.
M'lO

UJSi it

APH. XI.
/ .

*

, »

.

HERE are several

causes which gra-

dually distemper (U

the viscera, without

any sensible en- A
crease of weight,

or uneasiness.
no

Explanation .—As in some

constitutions not fitted for such

ways of living, the frequent sup-

ping of coffee,
tippling of hot

spiritovs liquors,
smoking to-

bacco, and several other things,

too Ion
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ate, which are often found by

degrees to steal upon some con-

stitutions, and by injuring one

particular part of secretion, to

induce a general disorder.

Quincy.

«HEN too cool

an air is discern-

ed after supper,

the -perspiration

of those parts

:[•;!,>- which are un-

covered with clothes, will be ob-

structed. And the next day at

night, in a great many will oc-

casion a pain and heaviness of

the head.
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menmges, or coats of the brain,

the solids of the whole body have

their rise and invigoration
;
and

as the hinderance of perspirar

tion necessarily encreases the

quantity and weight of the fluids,

the sense and uneasiness occa-

sioned by such an encrease, or

addition, must need be first felt

in the head, upon the account of

a greater impulse of blood upon

those membranes, as well as by

the harder tack they have there-

upon, to enable all the solids to

carry on and manage such an

additional weight. Quincy.
J-; ; b i.I a?.} -Uilh .1)830011*

A P H. XIII.

/:: 1
' ii l.i.i; o oo'-i;’:

cool wind' al-

ways hinders per-

spiration, and is

hurtful, but most

to the head ;
be-

cause it is most

exposed to it.

iiiw



F all the se.isons of

the air, the driest

are most healthful,

because they ren-

der bodies lighter.

Explanation.— That i«, in
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Explanation.—That a draught

of wind upon any particular part,

or a cool air upon the whole body,

does hinder perspiration, and

more particularly discompose the

head, appears alreadyfrom a preat

many of the foregoing Aphor-

isms, as well as from the 12th

of this Section
;
and how such

causes also render the body hot-

ter, that is, how they raise a fever,

may be seen explained at large

in the explanation to Aphorism

66, Section 1.

Quincy.
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dry seasons, there is always a

freer perspiration than in a wet

damp air, and consequently more

health. In a dry clear air, the

perspirable matter is best dis-

charged
;

because the skin is kept

both drier and harder than in wet

seasons, wherebv there is both

the freer passage for it, and more

liberty for it to exhale and fly oil

afterwards ;
whereas in wet damp-

weather, the skin is moistened by

the external air, and the pores

foul and clogged with the gross

particles hanging upon it, and

less liberty left for the perspir-

able matter to get oft’.

Quincy.

AHI: XV,

^EMPERATE per-

j sons weigh in sum-

mer time about

three pounds less

thau in winter*
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Explanation.—It has more

than once been observed, that the

body is eapable of several differ-

ent standards, and yet continue

in a state of health ;
the differ-

ence therefore which is made

between winter and summer, is

such as the body gradually passes

into, and receives no injury there-

by
;

for such a change on a sud-

den would endanger its falling

into some bad distemper. And
the weight of the body is less

in summer than in winter, because

there is continually made a larger

perspiration, that is, there is made
a greater waste at that time

through the pores of the skin, in

proportion to the quantities taken

in by eating and drinking, than

what is made the same way, in

winter, and in cold weather. A
larger perspiration, I say, not a

X
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better ;
because it appears al-

ready, that the most beneficial

and seiviceable perspiration is

made, when the nerves are har-

dened and firm, as they are in

clear cold seasons, and the body

then enjoys the most perfect state

of health, as will likewise appear

further from the subsequent Aph-

orisms.

Quincy.
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APH. XVII.

xHEN bodies HI

^

)

hot .weather, in

sleep, either by

^-=c-yrO diy or night, per-

spire or sweat

much, they be-

some lighter, and are not sensi-

ble of any uneasiness from heat.

Explanation .—Because such

a discharge removes and carries

off all that digested matter, which

if retained, would, for the rea-

sons given in the preceding Ex-

planation, occasion that uneasi-

ness. Quinc
t/‘

APH. XVIII.

SUDDEN Cold up-

on hot weather,

will occasion an

obstruction of

the perspirable

matter, about a

pound in one day.

x 2
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or lesser, according to the differ- v
ent diminution of the excretory-

passages, by such changes.

i

(

1

I

UltJ, Lllttb id, ii it uuc3 uut uui y «>

oft’ with it too much of the use- _r

1),

Explanation .—The quantity

obstructed will always be greater

A PH. XI X.

F it be a mild sum- *1)

summer, the body

Quincy.

is reduced to a stan-

dard suitable to the

season, by sweating.
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ful and nutritious juices, it can-

not but be the most easy and

safe way, especially in warm sea-

sons, to clear the body of any

superfluities, or ill humours, oc- A
casioned by the obstruction of the ^
perspirable matter.

Quincy. Y
s>

A PH. XX. 4

inspiration
promoted by warm \

air or water is hurt-

ful, unless it be to A
get rid of some

greater evil.

Explanation .—The same like- j
wise is true of the enciease of

any of the sensible evacuations ?(

beyond what is natural, both be- ^
cause it puts a greater stress up- 4
on the excretory organs, and gra- ^

V dually weakens their springs, and A
Ha because such encreased evacua- (j*

- 3 i
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tions always defraud the body of

some parts, as carmot without

injury be parted with
;

but the

greatest damage is sustained by

an eucreased perspiration
;

be-

cause in this discharge the whole

body is more generally concerned,

and therefore all the solids sooner

injured by it, and a greater waste

made of the nutritious juices.

Quincy.

A P H. XXI.

N the summer sea-

sons, strong persons

perspire most in the

day time, but in

winter most in the

night.

Explanation.— Where the

strength and vigour of the solids

is preserved the same, the fluids

will continue to be circulated with

>&£*ty
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their usual velocities and impul-

ses
;
and as perspiration is a dis-

charge of the most digested and

finest parts of the juices through

very fine and imperceptible pores,

it follows, that whatsoever most

favours any passage those ways,

without lessening the strength of

the solids, must undoubtedly most

promote perspiration. .And as

it is certain that any warmth, so

it be not too great to impair the

strength of the body, enlarges

the cutaneous pores, and such

warmth in summer being greater

in day time, by the near approach

of the sun, and during winter, in

the night, by the accustomed
coverings of bed-clothes

;
it fol-

lows of consequence, that in

healthful, robust constitutions,

where the strength is not at all

sunk by such external warmth,
there will be made at those times,
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the largest discharges by insen

sible transpiration.

Quincy

A PH. XXII,

N obstructed per-

spiration, in sum-

mer, disposes to

malignant fevers;

whereas, in win-

ter, it makes but

small alteration
;

for bodies are

more subject to an acrimony or

sharpness of the perspirable mat-

ter in summer, than in winter

seasons.

Explanation,—When the fibres

are weak, as in summer and sul-

try weather, and the perspirable

matter by any cause whatsoever

happens to be obstructed, the so-

lids r hen must needs be the much

less able to circulate it, and break
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it small enough for transpiration,

and the heat also of the external

air will favour its sooner fallinor

into fermentative and intestine

motions, and dispose it thereby

to corruption
;
from whence will

arise such as are commonly called

malignant and putrid fevers. But

in cold weather, both the con-

stitution is better able by degrees

to overcome and wear away such

an additional load, and the ob-

structed matter will, besides, be

not so apt to putrefaction, but

sometimes continue a consider-

able while without any great in-

jury.

Quincy.

Jj

$&
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»

APII. XXIII.

HERE is seldom

much injury per-

ceived from a liber-

al use of venery9
when a sudden cold

happens to succeed

a hot season
;

but when the air

again grow hot, the body will be

sensible of much hurt.

A P II. XXI V.

sudden change

into a cold air af-

ter vener,/, makes
amends lor the

loss sustained

'T thereby, by its

A/ concentration of vital heat.

Explanation.— It is not at all

hr to he disputed, but that excessive jr

vr* w/jenymuch weakens the strength

$
'
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and elasticity of the solids, hy the

violent and intense contractions

they are under at such times, in-

somuch that a considerable space

of time is required to recruit

them with a fresh stock of spirits

and vigour ;
hut before such re-

cruit is made, if the weather

suddeidy changes from hot to

cold, the fibres thereupon will

immediately be so much drawn

up and hardened, that all the

limbs will be new braced, and the

damage received hardly at all

perceivable. But if such a con-

stitution of the air does not con-

tinue until the solids are supplied

and invigorated with a conven-

ient fresh stock of spirits, from

proper food
;

and the weather

happens again to set in hot, the

fibres will again slacken in such

a manner, as to occasion the loss

before received to be considerably

felt. But by the advantages
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arising from the cold concentrat-

ing the spirits, is to be under-

stood as before explained, only

as the solids are strengthened by

it.

Quincy.

A P H. XX V.

N summer nights a

body is most liable

to fevers, because

of the various al-

terations of the air
;

for in the beginning

it is sultry
;

in the middle more

temperate
;
and towards the morn-

ing, cool. By which the wonted

perspiration is checked in time

of sleep, by throwing off the

clothes, and the bod)’
-

is thereby

made heavier
;

which does not

happen in winter time.

Explanation.—This is con-
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firmed by all who travel likewise

into hotter climates ;
and the

reason is plain, because sudden

cold after warmth, makesagreater

alteration upon the constitution,

by turning back the transpiring

steams, which were rising in

plenty. Experienced travellers

therefore take great care, even

in the most sultry climates, to

keep warm covered when the

night-dews fall, lest the pores

should be too suddenly closed,

which never fails of causing fe-

vers of the worst kind. And
for the same reason should the

body be covered in the summer
nights in any country, because

the rarified state of the juices in

such a season, and their great

vent by the cutaneous passages,

will expose to more injuries from

a sudden change to a colder air,

than being exposed to a much
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colder, when gradually brought

on in winter time.

Quincy.

A P H. X X Y I.

^
HE autumn is un- /)

healthful, both be-

cause perspiration

lessens upon the

supervening cold,

and because that

which is obstructed acquires an

acrimony, and a corrosive quality.

A P II. XXVII.

IIEY who in spring-

time throw oil their

winter garments

too hastily, and are

too backward in

putting them on

acain in the fall, in the summer-
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time are subject to fevers, and in

the winter to defluxions.

APH. XXVIII.

F the obstructed per-

spirable matter ac-

quires an acrimony,

it produces fevers

and inflammations
;

but when it offends

only in quantity, it causes apos-

thumations, distillations, and ca-

chexies.

Y 2



THE

APHORISMS
or

SECT. III.

Of Meats and Drink.

APHORISM I.

F upon a full sto-

mach, the first con-

coction is perfected

during sleep, for the

most part about for-

ty ounces will per-
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spire that night. But if that

concoction is not made, hardly

above eighteen ounces.

A PH. II.

Co
UTTON easily di-

gests aud per-

spires
;

for it

will waste in a
1

y night the third

part of a pound

more than other usual food.

APH. III.

healthful per-

son perspires in-

sensibly in the

space of one day,

as much as by

stool in two weeks,

although every day in that time

he has a consistent well-digested

stool. (V

Y 3 jj
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A PH. IV.

LATUS is nothing

else but a gross

perspirable matter.

A P H. V.

OBTTST persons

discharge their

food for the most

part by perspira-

tion. Those not

V> so strongbyurine,

and the weak, chiefly by an in-

digested chyle.

A PH. VI.

F a person eats no

supper, and contin-

ues with an empty

stomach, it will hin-

der perspiration, and

the obstructed mat-
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ter will acquire a sharpness

;

whence, the body will be subject

to distempered heats.

N UGH fasting as

)J
reduces the weight

t of the body below
* its natural stand-

CNND IGESTED food,

I'll/
hY h°w 111 uch ^ie

more nourishment

it contains, is so

much the worse,

because it occasions

either a greater encrease of weight

or degenerates into a greater cor-

ruption*
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ORK and mushroons

S) are bad, both be-

\ cause they do not

L (Zyjy 'y perspire themselves,

^ and because they

binder the perspira-

tion of other things eat along

with them.

ork and mushroons,

occasion the body to

perspire less than

usual a third part.

^\HE body best per-

spires with that

it food, whose faeces,

A or recrements, pass

y through the guts

hard and consistent
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APH. XII.

"£j\HE body is more

burthened from

eight pounds taken

in at one tneal a

dav, than with ten

pounds in a day,

at three several meals.

APH. xnr.

UANTITY (That) of

food to every one

is most healthful,

which without any

uneasiness can be

perfectly digested
;

and that it is perfectly digested,

may be known by the sums of

the evacuations answering the

quantities taken in
;

which will

appear by weighing.
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APH. XIV.

OD\ (A) is reduced

to its wonted weight

^ with much less

trouble, by eating

four pounds at a

dinner, and the

same quantity again at supper,

than by taking in six pounds at

dinner and two at supper.

APH. XV.

E destroys him-

self that eats once

a day besides his

ordinary meals,

be it more or leas.

Explanation.—Because such

a practice supplies the body faster

than it is able to digest the food,

and lit it for its proper offices

and evacuations.
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A PH. XVI.

ODY (The) will be

rendered heavier by

four ounces of very

nourishing food
;
as

pork, eels, and all

fat meats, than by

six ounces of a slender nourish-

ment, as fsh, chickens, small

birds, and others of the like kind.

Explanation. — Because that

which is very nourishing remains

longer in the body, as has been

already proved, and is not so soon

fitted for perspiration.

APH. XVII.

OOD of very small

nourishment cools

and lessens the bow-

els, is soon digested,

and assists perspir- -j,

ation both in sleep nf

and waking.
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APH. XVIII.

.HERE there is a

difficulty of di-

gestion, there

perspiration is

slow.

API-1- XIX.

enough.

'—.ROM a variety of

V-
J)

meats, arise three
"

l

" inconveniences ;
—

eating too much,

digesting too little,

and uot perspiring

APH. XX.

EAST perspiration

is, when the sto-

mach is full, espe-

cially if it be so

with a variety of

meats.
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APH. XXI.

HEY who are used

to immoderate eat-

ing1 when young,

stretch the stomach

too much, by which

means afterwards

they come to digest with great

difficulty, even a moderate quan-

tity.

APH. XXII.

F too much drink

makes the eyes wa-

tery after sleep, it

is a sign the body

has not sufficiently

perspired.
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A P H. XXIII.

F after hard drink-

fyijy ing a person sweats

much, or makes
much urine, it is a

~£/\ sign ofgreat strength

or great weakness.

APH, XXIV,

it inking water

hinders insensible

perspiration, but

promotes the sen-

sible evacuations.

Ustomary drink-

ing, even amongst
temperate persons

in this age is ill

proportioned, for to

about twelve ounces
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of meat they drink forty ounces

or more.

|
A PH. XXVI.

temperate liver

generally per-

spires in a night

three pounds

;

and such a one,

if he be of a

strong constitution, after a plenti-

ful meal may perspire five pounds.

A PH. XXVII.

ASTING is 'bene-

ficial to a heavy

full body, to a tem-

perate one hurtful,

but most of all so,

one that is weak.
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plentiful meal

after long fasting

will encrease per-

spiration a pound

more than usual.

A P H. XXIX

FTER immoder-

ate exercise, to

feed very plenti-

fully is not good
;

because a weary

body perspires

with difficulty

HYSICIANS who
has the care of the

health of Princes,

and knows not what

they daily perspire,

deceives them, and
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will never be able to cure them,

unless by accident.

t
N the four first

hours after eating,

a great many per-

spire a pound, or

near; and after that

to the ninth, two

pounds ;
and from the ninth to

the sixteenth, scarce a pound.

APH. XXXII

t
F a debauch over

night proves injur-

ious, and can neither

be well digested nor

thrown off by a

looseness, the advice

of the following verses is good :
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Si nocturna Hbi noceat potatio vini,

medicini.

If over night’s debauch does hurtful

prove,

A glass next morning will your pains

remove.

terwards weakened by too much
venery, its weight will then not

exceed a hundred and ninety-

eight pounds; because the lang-our

at that time contracted, will les-

converted into nourishment by
two pounds.

Hoc tu mane bibas itcrum, § fucrit

APH. XXXIII.

EIGHT (If the)

of a healthful

body after sup-

per, be two hun-

dred pounds, and
that body be af-

sen the quantity of food usually
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Explanation—This proper!}

belongs to the Section on Venery,

APH. XXXIV

Tx ATTER of in*

u) sensible perspira-

1 5 tion is the excre-

ment of the third

/ concoction ;
and

therefore if the

first is not made, the third also

will be wanting.

Explanation .— If the food

passes the stomach without due

digestion, which is called the

first concoction, so much of it as

gets into the blood, by its gross-

ness and crudity, will of course

hinder the rest of the secretions,

by preventing the due attritions

and secretions of such parts as

are necessary thereunto, being in

themselves too solid and bulky
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APH. XXXV

to be broke by the force of the

arteries.

ervated.

Y obstinate fasting
-

,

the head will be filled,

the temples heated,

the hypochrondres

distended, and the

arms and legs en-

APII. XXXVI.

NE (If; meal a day

of about four pounds

proves injurious,

the same quantity

taken in two or three

meals, may be of

service
;

for too great a fulness

of the belly diverts perspiration.
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APH. XXXVII.

OW does a putre-

faction of the tood

occasion a lassi-

tude ? Because it

hinders perspira-

tion. But how ?

By causing a diarrhoea. How
does a diarrhoea occasion a lassi-

tude? By carrying off with the

excrements a great deal ot the

useful and well-digested juices.

APH. XXXVIII.

iolent exercise

before food, is

hurtful
;

both be-

cause it is not well

received in the

stomach, and be-

cause it hinders perspiration.
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APH. XXXIX.

E who eats with a

troubled mind di-

gests much less

than one who is

easy and cheer-

ful.

APH. XL.

old (Ip.) constitu-

tions honey is ser-

viceable, because it

nourishes and per-

spires
;

but in hot
(Jj>

it is hurtful, be-

cause it turns to bile.

APH. XLI.

OTHING hinders

perspiration more

than to drink dur-

)

h)g chylilicationc
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APH. XLII.

OUND (When in a)

body the belly is

loose, it is either

because digestion

is not well made

in the stomach, or

from an expulsion of the chyle

by an obstructed perspiration.

Explanation. — An obstruc-

tion of the perspirable matter

will so over-buithen the solids,

that if they are strong, they will

be irritated to throw it off by other

evacuations, which is the reason

why the stoppage of one evacua-

tion is always the encrease of

another.
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APH, XLIII.

OD constitutions

may suffer two

ways
;

either by

living’ entirely

without exercise,

or by eating be-

fore the digestion of a former



mam

SECT. IV.

0/* Sleep awr/ Watching.

APHORISM I.

ound sleep so much
^ promotes perspira-

v - tion, that in about

seven hours, strong1

* v ^ constitutions will

frequently perspire

fifty ounces.

2 A
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awake.

HE body is lighter

*s) after sleep, both by

i

|
an encrease of

^

.

strength, and the

S' waste of, at least,

three pound of ex-

crement
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n A PH. IV. §

V r QUIET and in-
4f

(t S#5VU)) erupted sleep les- ^
\) C-k^yAl sens the TuantitV ffM f CJT^’ usually thrown ott Qp

<N V^3<^2) by perspiration, «=£)

2* about a third part. At

^N EltSPIRATION

S) sound sleep is s

\ times greater

wlnit is mad
exercise in the

compass of tii

N the morning sleep,

,
after the first diges-

tion is perfected, a-

bout a pound of the

perspirable matter

aoes off in an hour j
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but if that is not perfected, not
above a quarter so much.

APH. VII.

exhale.

WHATSOEVER hin-

ders sleep, hin-

ders also the per-

spiration of that

digested matter

which ought to

APH. VIII.

HE acrimony of the

obstructed perspir-

able matter most
commonly affects

the head, disturbs

rest, and hinders

the perspiration of the upper

parts.
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APH IX.

F any one after sleep

finds pains in his

arms, or a more than

ordinary weariness,

it denotes the body

to be heavier, and

so much, that nature cannot long

bear up under it.

APH. X.

E that sleeps with

his legs and hips

bare, will perspire

that night a pouud

less than usual.

APH. XI.

o^tinual restless-

ness in bed agitates

the body more than

swift running
;

for

in the motion of one

running, the mus-
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I

cles of the lower parts only are

moved, whereas by turning about

in bed often, those of the whole
are concerned.

APH. XII.

ERsrrnATiON is hin-

li-iits dered more in the

| time of sleep, by a

cool southern air,

than when waking,

by an intense cold.

sened

APH. XIII.

IGHT’S (If the)

sleep is less than

usual, the exhala-

tion of the diges-

ted perspirable

matter will be les-

but that of the undi-

gested encreased.
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aph. XIV.

to)

he perspirable mat-

ter which goes oft

during sleep, differs

specifically from

what passes when

awake ;
for the

former is the result of a good

digestion, without acrimony, and

is refreshing to the whole body ;

but the latter arises from crudi-

ties, and is sharp, violent and

laborious.

APH. XV.

person when a-

sleep, perspires

as much more as

when awake
;
—

from whence is

the accustomed

saying, that “ an hours rest
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with sleep
, is as pood as two

waking”

A PH. XVI.

nsensible perspir-

ation, in the space

of seven hours dur-

ing sleep, has been

found in a great

many, to be about

forty ounces, and in watching
twenty.

APII. XVII.

>jOEs (Whosoever)

to bed with an

empty stomach,

that night per-

spires about a

third (part less

(p than usual.

I
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APH. XVIII

iLious or choleric

who go topersons,

NO'iVv ^ed without supper,

will be troubled with

crudities in the head

and belly; their tem-

ples will beat, their flesh waste,

and strong tensions will arise in

the arms and hands, and some-

times twitchings at the heart,

vertigoes, and epilepsis, as it

happened to Diodorus.

PLENTIFUL sup-

per after a larger

perspiration than

usual, procures a

larger and pleas-

anter sleep^
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tioib perspiration

than is needful, is

followed by unquiet

sleep and a rest-

less night.

a ^ter a s^ ort an^

(f^VLV ^ 10L/ restless sleep the

flesh seems cold,

and a little fever

arises, in weak per-

sons it is a token

of death, hut in the robust, a fore-

runner of some long distemper.

A PH. XXII.

tv S' Unhanging a bed oc-

casions disturbed

v
s ^ ee P» an(^ lessens

) perspiration; for an

unaccustomed place,

although better than
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before, disturbs both the booy

aud mind.

A PH. XXIII.

1IEY who sleep in a

strange bed, dream

more than in their

own.

Explanation .—These are ob'

vious to every ones notice, and

are undoubtedly occasioned only

by the change of objects which

are about a person, and take up

his mind with some more than

usual attention, and thereby pre-

vent that easy relaxation which

is necessary both to a good per-

spiration aud sound sleep.
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A P H. XXIV.

LEEP (They who) ^
and do not dream,

perspire well ; and
on the contrary,

they who dream
much perspire the

less.

Explanation.— Dreaming' is

a state between sleeping and
waking, wherein although the

mind does not exercise such a
power over the body, as to di-

rect its motions in the same de-

gree as when awake
;

yet by its

attention to those confused ideas
which pass tldough it, the solids

are kept in some degree of con-
traction greater than is agree-
able with sleep

; and therefore

perspiration, which depends upon
a settled relaxation, cannot so
well be performed at such times
as when in quiet sleep.
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o^j-vLEEP about four

hours after eating

is most service-

(
able

;
because na-

V_/^7)
x ^ ture is not so busy

at that time about

the first concoction, and she then

better recruits what is lost, and

better carries on the business of

perspiration..

A PH. XXVI.

S
1VE (If) hours af-

J ter supper, a per-

son is suddenly a-

wakened and weigli-

ed, he will be found

to have perspired

barely half a pound ;
but if eight

hours after supper the same ex-

periment be tried, three pounds.
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A PH. A XVII.

ROM sleep some-

) thing shorter than

usual, there will

always be some
part of- the per-

spirable matter re-

tained, which unless it be thrown
otl by aii en creased quantity of

perspiration the following days,

will endanger a fever.’ it: i ,

•

A P II. XXVIII.

AWNING and
1 stretching the limbs

after sleep, is a

sign the body has

perspired very well

;

as it is customary

with the cock’s to stretch and clap

their wings before they crow.
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A P H. XXIX.

AWNING (That)

and stretching after
^

s)eep, .13
occasioned ep

by a great plenty

of perfectly, diges-

ted perspirable mat-

ter, which is in‘ readiness to be

thrown oH.

.
A I’ll. XXX.

HE body by yawn-

ing and stretching,

in the space of half

an hour, perspires

,,niore than in three

hours at any other

time.
A Pit. XNaI.

E who gives sy-

rups and other

medicines to sick

persons, in the

ohief hours of per-

spiration, which

2 B 2 _
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are commonly after sleep, do
harm

;
but in the following hours

good.

APH.. XXXII.

tretching and
yawning in an
ague fit, do not

( ^ denote a concen-
Xv— v—

'

tration of the vital

heat, but an excre-

tion of a retained perspirable

matter.

APII. XXXIII,

S
' N winter time sleep

z is more serviceable

than in summer

;

not because the bow-
els are warmer, or

sleep longer; but

because early in the morning the

body is actually warmer, and as
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such perspires most, but in sum-

mer time it is really colder.

APH. XXXIV.

IlISKNESS and ac-

tivity after sleep de-

^ note that the body

ht

part.

hath that night per-

spired near three

pounds, for the most

APH. XXXV.

HEN the. h^d J
, *- \ A'cSj seems light after

sleep at neon, it

is a sign that no

part of the for-

mer day’s per-

spiration hath been obstructed.

2 B 3
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APHjr XXXVI.

LEEP universally

moistens both the

inward and out-

ward parts, be-

cause it attenuates

the perspirable

matter, and dispenses it when so

broke through all the members.

A PII. XXXVII.

(When) person

is awake, a great-

er quantity of

blood not yet

prepared for per-

spiration, is car-

ried from the centre to the cir-

cumference, than when asleep/
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APH. XXXVIII.

k
N those who sleep

1 uncovered* perspira-

"v* tion is more obstruc-

ted, than in such

who go naked when

awake
;

both be-

cause in sleep the body is with-

out motion, and because the heat

of the external parts retire in-

ward.

APH. XXXIX.

seven hours sleep,

after long watching,

the quantity that per-

spires, will be en-

creased about a

pound.

Explanation .—Pers pi ration is

then encreased, because by the

long: state of contraction of the
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solids, and the continual attritions

whilst awake
; there will be a

greater quantity of the perspir-

able matter ready to pass off than
usual, and therefore, as soon as

the body is relaxed by sleep, and
the diameters of the excretory

passages are lengthened, it ex-

hales much more plentifully than
at other times, insomuch, as, ac-

cording to Sanctorius balance
,

to exceed by about one pound in

seven hours.

APR. XL.

HE body in a morm-
ing is lightest, and
perceives itself so y

:

it is lighter than at

any other time, be-

cause about three

pounds of perspirable matter is

gone oil' the preceding night
;
and

it perceives itself so, both because
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it is really lighter, and because

by a good digestion of easily per-

spirable meats, the strength is

renewed.

APH. XLI.

arge f So very)

are. the steams

which arise from

persons in sleep,

that not only the

distempered com-

municate bad qualities to those

who are well, but even the health-

ful in lying together affect one

another.

APH. XLII.

rom eating comes

sleep, from sleep

digestion, and from

digestion a good

perspiration.
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APH. XLIII,

ISE (When we)

vj with our wonted

>p<0^ < weight, but with

greater weariness,

unless that wear-

iness be removed

with usual exercise, it denotes a

collection of crudities, a corrup-

tion of ihe food, or too great a

use of veuery.

APH. XL1V

IMMODERATE
after dinner it

all the bowels

obstructs per

tion.

<53
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APH. XLY, ^

O sleep with the

hotly stretched, is

hurtful
;

hut with

the 1 ini Its
1

- driiwh

up, beneficial
;

for

the closer positions

of the bowels assists concoction,

whereas, to be more distant,

hinders it.

cu
,

>.ool sweat happens

to healthful people

after sleep, it is a

sign that they have

perspired too little
;

and that if it con-

tinues, in time they will have die

gout. . .

i la
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A PH. II.

heerful and pas-

sionate persons, are

less fatigued with

long travelling, than

those who are fear-

ful and melancholy
;

because the former perspire much
better than the latter.

APH. III.

I

E who feeds quick-

ly after hard ex-

ercise injures him-

self thereby
; be-

cause to be weary

and filled with

meat at the same time, will much
hinder
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A PH. IV.

X Eitc : se promotes

both the sensible

and insensible eva-

cuations : but rest

only the insensible.

A P H. V.

euson (If a) lies

in bed ten hours

after supper, he

will perspire well

;

but if he lies longer,

there will begin to

be a decrease both of the sensi-

ble and insensible discharges.

A PH. VI.

HERE are two

kinds of exercises,

one is of the mind,

and the other of the

body
;

that of the

body discharges the
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M
sensible excrements ;

but that of
Qj

the mind, rather the insensible, c-A

and more especially, those ot tlie ,f

heart and brain where its seat is. ^
APH. VII.

(Too) in-

activity of the

mind, checks per-

spiration, more

than that of the

body.

APII. VIII.

io lent exercise^

both of the mind

and body, renders

persons lighter,

but it hastens old

age, and threatens

untimely death
;

for according to

the philosopher, those who are

exercised die sooner than those

who are noti (j

2 C 2 ^
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t exercise the body

perspires the less,

but the more by

sleep, and the belly

is 'rendered thereby

more loose.

WIMMING soon

after violent exer-

cise is bad : be-

cause it very much
obstructs perspir-

ation.

IDING seems ra-

ther to promote

the perspiration Y
of the parts above Jh

than be-
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mongst the riding paces, the

amble is the most wholesome, as

the trot is the least so.

auriage in a litter

or a boat, does not

so well promote per-

spiration as walk-

ing.

oderate danc-

i n £> without

"|r» jum ping, comes

the nearest of

any thing to the

advantages of

walking
;

for it leisurely expels

the digested perspirable matter.
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perspira-

tion falls short

of its proper

quantityin sound
persons, it is to

be remedied by
exercise.

too much exercise

the fibres become
hard

; whence old

age, which is a uni-

versal hardness of

the fibres
;

this, by
condensing the pores, suffocates

the vital heat
; but moisture, by

keeping them open, procures
long life.
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APH. XVI.

who would pre-

rvV , (A/ serve a youthful

countenance, ought

to take care not

to sweat
;

or that

he does not per-

too much with heat



SECT. VI

Of Affections of the Mind

APHORISM I

mongst the affec-

tions of the mind,

those of anger

and joy, make
persons lighter ;

those of fear and

O
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sorrow more Heavy ,
aim

other affections operate in pro

portion to their participation o

these.

N fear and sorrow

,
the lightest per-

spires, hut the hea-

viest matter remains

behind ;
in anger

and joy there is a

good perspiration

-^ENCE it comes to

pass, that those

who are subject

t0 ^ear an(* sorrovv ’

are apt to be troub-

led with obstruc-

tions, a hardness in some parts,

and to hypochondriacal affections.
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^n^hose who are ang-
ry, or cheerful, do

i

|
not feel much

, riness in travelling
;

X because their bodies

easily perspire the

atter
;

but it happens
itrary to this when they

•led with fear and sor-

wea-

HE heavy part of

h-p) the perspirable mat-

i $ ter, being: more’eing

,
than usua

v.V^y gained in the body,

it will dispose a

person to fear and sorrow
;

but

the lighter part being obstructed,

to angler or jov.



'v Y fear and sorrow

those parts which

kI+TVs, are fullest of mois-

ture, are most apt

J&\) to be rendered hard.

jf Sect. VI. Of (he Mind • 23

APH. VI.

othing more con-

tributes to a free

respiration than

comfort and sat-

isfaction of mind.

what

ORUOwand fear hin-

der the exhalation

of the gross per-

spirable matter
;
and

the obstruction of

perspiration, from
soever it proceeds,cause

occasions fear and sorrow.



1 gnei continues

long, it will bring
on a coldness of the

flesh, because it hin-

ders the exhalations

of the grossest of
the perspirable matter,

r^ROM hence it hap-

/
pens, that those

fevers which a per-

sons falls into after

y^J much grief, dis-

cover themselves

sweats, and sometimes

X oil JN-'emcnvA Statica. Sect. VI. C*

a:*h. IX.
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